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Interleukin-18 (an acute phase immune response cytokinc) affeeU cenval nervous 
system and hypathalamic m n m l  of many neumendoerinc functions. Injections of 
endatoxins. the cell wall components of gram negative bacteria have been used 
experimentally to induce the secretion of interleukin-18 ILL-10) and other eytokiner in 
mammals. Long term endotoxin matment in  rats causes a decrease in  the rare of somatic 
growth, accompanied by an initial suppression of growth h o m n e  (OH) release panmeten 
(the masdconcenvatian, p a k  frequency and baseline levels o f  secreted OH during a 
specified time inlerval) followed by arebound. The hypalhalamic peptide somvortatin (SS) 
is the pnmary inhibitor of GH releaw. LL-18 has k n  shown to acutely (r  30 mi") and 
chmnically (> 24 hr) stimulate SS biosynthesis. but no studies have observed U-IB e f f s u  
on SS secretion dunng the intermediate ume period. (in hours). The suppression of m a t i c  
p w t h  and the initial inhibition of OH relcaw pmmeen suggus that at some intermediate 
time point during exposure, cndaoiins may advenely regulate somaraswin rel- thmugh 
direct mechanisms or via U-IB mediation. This study used arganotypic slice cultures o f  
mnaral rat hypolh&mic explans m l u t  the hypothesisfhat L I B  Induce an inhibition of 
mawstatin rel- whenmlturesnreupovd mthecytokine forduration$ of s v c d  hours. 
This hypathesk may explain how the removal of the negative rrgulata-of GH release ww ld  
-It in the W n d  in GH wcretion observed in rarr mated with endotorins. In thir study. 
the 2 Zand 12 hr LL-IB irmbatianr resulted in an inh~bition d somatostatin releax below 
basalvcretim levels. Thea dataindicate that an U-IO inhibition of SS relears may d a t e  
the rebound in CH secretion obwrved in  rats treated ehmnicdly with endotoxins. The 24 
hr incubtion with U-IB had no siaiticant effect on somatastarin release, suggesting that 
the chmnic cffens of L - IO  on gmwth and GH secretion may be sustained thmugh other 
hypnhalamic mcchanrrms. This andatherdara in Ihe literature also suggest that l L I B  plays 
n complex role in somatostatin regulation having the ability to stimulate (minute), inhibit 
(hours) or not alter (days) somatostatin release. 
Cemin pmstaglandino are known to mediate L I B  actions. In order to clarify the 
mechanisms by which L - I 5  may inhibit romatorlatin weretion. Ihe synthesis of 
pmrtaglandin was inhibited. 12 hr incubations of indornnhacin done caused a significant 
decme in somatostarin vcretion fmm Ihe culNres derived fmm the fint. and most mud 
slices only. lndomethacin combined with U-IO did not significantly allcr somatmtatin 
mlea~mmparcd to b d  lcveis suggestingthat in this culture system. undn the conditions 
described, that U - I0  exhibits irr effects an somatoslatin secretion through a prostaglandin 
kpndcn t  mechanism. Funher sNdy will be needed to detm!ne Ihc pmirs mechanisms 
and time course by which U-ID &CIS somatostarin xeretion. 
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I INTRODUCTION 
The hypothalamus is the center of many physiological systems tha regulate many 
bodily functions including gmwth, repmduction. fluid balance. and st- responws. 
Chemical messengers of the immune system have been shown to nffen hypothalamic 
systems and other central nervws system-mediated events. This paper is concerned with 
s p i f i c  immune system effects on wmatoswtin, a hypothalamic regulator o f  growth. 
Interleultin-18 is an immunological chemical messenger that b transiently exprerwd 
when an immune reaction is lriggmd and helps cmrdinate general host defense 
mechanisms. 'Ills thesis mu the hypothesis that interleukin-18 will inhibit hypothalamic 
somatostatin reeretion when exposure %curs for the time periad of hours. a\ pan of a 
compensatory mechanism i n i t i d  to counteract the ncptivc effects of the eyrokine an 
gmwth. This s ~ d y  wdorganotypic slice eulNra of neonatal rat hypothalamic erplanu to 
observe the effenr of Interleukin-IB on SS secretion. 
Included in lhir !nUoduetion will be information on SS isolation, rhe mlcaf SS in  the 
regulation of gmwth homne,  a devriptian of the SS gene and finally a description o f  
bimpthesir anddistribution of tkSS  peptide. As neanaral mu an w d  in the experimenral 
model individval subsections in the innoduction. examining age-related changes in h e  
gmwth hamone s y ~ r m t  and t k  ontogcny of the SS gme and peptidc wil l be presented lo 
addrcsr potential differences beween neonatal and adult mu. Infonnatian desnibing 
phpiological SS releare will be followed by a subsection discusing the rcgulalary factors 
involved in SS -tion which mayor may n n  be present due to the inherent lmsof anent 
inmlvation in in virmmodels. Lmr inthe intmduction. an oycwiew of relevant infmation 
on e l 8  will also include some m n t  spculatian on thehesfwoof L-15 p t  the blood- 
brain barrier. Cumnt knowledge on the influence of the immune system on the gmwth 
hormone system and SS is provided and the intmduetion ends with the purpose and 
hypothesis of tho thesis. 
1. S O M A m A m  
The hypochdamus regulates the function of the anterior pituirnry gland by releasing 
various neumpcptide~ lhardiffix fmm the intemllularspcc into the portal v-iarsystem 
(see reviews: Halasn. 1994. Gomez-Pan and Rodriguez-Amao. 1983). The hypahalamic 
neuropeptides are carried to the anterior piruirnry gland and influence the synthesis and 
sffretionofadenohypphyreal homana(Gamz-PanandRodriguez-Amao. 1983). Sewral 
hypalhalamic h o m m  including, somarusratin were isolated andcharacterized functionally. 
Oeoffay Hanir, labelled by mmc as 'the Father of Neumndocrinalagy' dong with 
his calleapeues demonstravd the vascular link between the hypothalamus and the anterior 
pituitary (Harris, 1937). identified the p n a l  vcsrcl syrtcm (Green and Harris, 1947) and 
established the pimimy's funct~onal dependence on iu link with the hypothalamus (Harris 
and lacobsohn. 1952). Subsequently Sehamr and Schamr (1954) coined the term 
'neumsecmion' fmm their observations that neumns in [he hypathalamus secret= 
nevroprptidcr Following thae srudies. xwral  w p s  began to auemp to e r m  and 
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OH plays a major mls in the mnbol of metabolism and is a key regulator of gmwth 
in children and adults (we review by Ar imm 1994). The episadic snruion of OH in male 
rau. h u m s ,  and m a t  mammalian species is cantmlled by Ihe interplay of two 
hypathalamtc peptides, somatostatin (SS) and p w t h  hormone-releasing hormone ( O W  
(Tannenbaum. 1984, Robinson, 1991: Thomet et al.. 19W. Frohman el al., 1990. Guillemen 
and Gerieh. 1976). Samalomedino are a gmup of pptides under OH contml that exhibit 
gmwth-pmmoting and insulin-like activities on several tisues (Tannenbaum. 1984). Both 
GH and somntomedins have been shown to regulare OH semrion thmugh hypothalamic 
interactions (Beckcr et al.. 1995: Berelawia el al.. 1981). The pattern of GH secretion is 
sexually dimorphic as female rars have u more continuous pancm of recretlan and exhibit 
differentid rerponws lo exogenous GHRH and SS. compared to male rats (Tannenbaum. 
1991: Robinson. 1991: Robinson et ai.. 1990. Jansson et al.. 1984). GH Bcrerion is also 
diffmnt during pregnancy in humans: pulsatile pituitary GH secretions decrrnw 
dramatically while nonpulsailile OH secretions fmm the plactnta increase (Caufriez st al.. 
1994). Placental OH appears to functionally p l a a  the pituitary isoform as it simulates Ihe 
rmerion of maternal insulin-like gmwth factors but is not detected in & fetal circulation 
(Evain-B"on, 1994). Maternal insulin-like gmwth fa~tor xemlions arr camlatcd with 
placental w e i e  afterdeliveryand baby birth weight (Caufriaa al., 1994). OUleruise fetal 
OH anlogeny appears to be indepndent of GH -red into mrcmal plasma (Evain-B"on. 
1994). 
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h ntr, piNitvy OH is measurable by at least embryonic day 18 (Nogami and 
Tuchibana. 1993: Rieuton. 1974) and plasmaGH lcvel~ am first detected amundembryonic 
day 19 (Rieuton. 1974: Khonam and McCann, 1984). PiNitvy G H  content reacher adult 
levels apmrnarai day (PND) 20 (Rieutnf 1974). whmas plasmaGH connnmionr pe& 
amund binh and falls to adult ranges between PNLI 5 and I 0  (Rieuton, 1974: K h o m  and 
MeCann. 1984). Rieuton (1974) hypothesized that Ihc peak in plasma GH r e l e e  during 
early wna ta l  life comrponded to an event or rt!mulur clarely related to the general rmss 
of binh. Spencer ct al. (1994) have shown thal hypathalamic pp ide r  are imponant in  h e  
control of gestational GH *lease as rommrtatin antireturn administered to pregnant nts 
increased the mean binh weight o f  the offspring. Erogcnour GH iniredons mimicked the 
effects of SS antirelum and incrrased the mean btnh welght of the newborn rats (Spencer et 
al., 1994). SS is alxl an imponant regulator of OH xerelion in the adult (see review by 
Arimura 1994). 
Through the interplay of the inhibitory acttons of SS and the rtimulatary effects of 
GHRH. OH releare in  male rats is characterized by an t i  or less than 24 hr rhythm 
with high amplitude GH secretory bursts (> 200 nglml) oecuning at 3 4  hr intervals 
throughout a 24 hr pen& (Tanncnbaum and Manin. 1976: Tannsnbaum et al.. 1990: 
Robinm, 1991: Donaghuebal.. 1990; Kin-Chuen et al.. 1995). The GH~cretorycpisadrr 
often show a complex double ar triple peak, cha rsa i zd  by a sudden rise followed by a fall 
in  plarma GH levels (Tannenbaum and Martin. 1976) which is consistent with the known 
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half-life of GH in the rar (Tanncnbaw 1984). During the inevening mxlgh periods, basal 
plasma GH levels fall below the sensitivity of the assays (Tanncnbaum and Manin. 1976; 
Donaghueet al., 19W; KinChuen et al.. 1995). The OH Hetory  rhythm is not affected by 
changes in the light darkzyele (Tannenbaum and Manin. 1976) and is probably governed 
by anendogenous central pulse genmtor which in sensitive to feedback canvol by GH. as 
well as to nuuitional, environmental, psychological and other endocrine cues (Robinson. 
1991) TheGH wcmtoryparrem is also modifled by sleep as GH icvels inc- during slow- 
wave sleep (Thomcr et al.. 1990). In humans the number of p k s  per 24 houn is 6.7 and 
I I far men and women mat i ve ly  (Thomer et al., 1990). OH wmtion is episodic in other 
species but the rhythm is not as obviously regular as in the male rat (Robinson. 1991; 
Tmcnbaum. 1991). 
The role of the hepidic release of hypothalamic OHRH and SS in regulating the 
panem of OH release has been established by many nudia. GHRH has been verified as the 
hypothalamic peptide responsible for mainraining Ihc pealrr in OH el- (ue review by 
Arimura. 1994: Tanncnbnum. 1991; Robinson. 1991; Tanncnbaum. 1984). Passive 
immunoneutraliratint of endogenous OHRH @rough the ~nVacerebrovcnuicular (icv) 
adrmnisuarion of specific GHRH antisera, virmally abolished the rpanmeaus peak in OH 
release fmm the anarior piluilary (Arimura, 1994, Tannenbaum. 1991) although basal OH 
release was not apparently effected (Arimura. 1994). Administration of the OHRH 
antagonists, (N-Ac-Tyr'. ~ A r g )  GRF(I-29)-NH, also show negative effects on GH re lax  
similar to thow obraincd by passive GHRH immumeutraliration (Lumpkin et al.. 1989). 
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lmmunoneuUaliratron technique. havc alsobeen used to determine the phrjiolapieal 
signifieancc of SS in the conrml of GH secretion (Tannenbaum, 1991; Robinson. 1991: 
Tannenbaum 19%). Baal GH levels me elevated by passive SS immunormtraliation and 
GH vnuary pulvs am not abolished CCnnenbaurn 1991). SS immunoneutralimtion does 
not alter GHpc& ampliNde. OH pee f q w n c y n  man 6 hr plasma GH levels (Arimura. 
1994). Tannenbaum (1994) observed that SS immunoneutraliration during the tmngh 
periods caused a rapid surge of GH secretion and significant elevation of subsequent GH 
tmugh levels. GH tmugh values did not reach undetectable levels throughout a 6 hr 
sampling period in SS anti-serum mated animnis compared to values in cantmi animals. 
h male m.GHRH-ind-dGHrelee is timedependent wtth the OH sretoryrise 
being significantly gmwr when ercgenour GHRH w administered during the peak per ia 
as compared to a uovgh period of OH secretion (Arimura. 1994: Tannenbaum. 19911. 
Administmion of anti-SS blocked the weak GHRH-induced GH releaw okrved  during 
rmugh periods of GH scmion, indicatingthnt the weak GW-induced mponse is due to 
an anWganirm by endogenous SS =leased in largeranmunu duringthe nadir in GH secrerion 
(Tanncnbaum. 1991; Tannenbaum. 1984). 
SNdies that have rimultaneously altemd the nnmal recrrtion of SS a n d G W  havc 
shown that the hcmordinated actions of the two neumppides are necessary to praduce the 
GH e l m e  pattern. Continuous infusions n wrial GHRH injections ds- the OH pulse 
ampli~de (Tannenbaum. 1991) but the OH -tory pmfile is not affected by exagenau 
neumppdde administration (Tannenbaum. 1991: Robinsoh 1991). The OH pulse rhythm 
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was entirely extinguished when continuous GHRH administration was coupled with 
immunaneuvalization of endogenws SS (Tannenbaum. 1991: Robinson. 1991). These 
rmdies demonsuate IhaIGH rhythmicity is preserved by the episodic release of endagcnaun 
SS from the hypathalamus during continuour GHRH infusion (Tannenbam, 1991). 
Robinson (1991) psNl81ed that GHRH p l a s  that did not *lease OH may be nsemary to 
build up pimitary starss of OH that are nM released while SS tone is high. The stared OH 
can be discharged in a large bunt by the fin1 pula of GHRH aniving after SS reretian has 
waned. Gmwh hormone lcvclr charrIetietically rebounded above preinfurion levels upon 
#he termination of continuous intravenws SS tnfurton (Ouillemin and Gerich, 1976). Clarke 
et al. (I9881 abawed hat  the magnimde of the post SS GH rebound was anenuated by the 
adminisuntian of mtiGHRH, leading them to speculate that OHRH plays a mle in the 
rebound in GH secrttion observed &er SS withdrawal. 
Tannenbaum(l99I)surmixdhmtheparsiveimmunomvalizafion andmntinuous 
infusion reruls (dereribed above1 that in male m. SS and OHRH are released h m  the ME 
in mi-l 3-4 hrcycler (about 180'out of phase1 to generate the ulmdian rhythm of OH 
secretion obawed in peripheral blwd. Fuhharan al. (1993) usal anemyme immunaarsay 
lo measure SS pptide levels in the supmarant o f  homogcnated suprachia~matic tissue. 
They observed thstthccellularcontcnt of imun&ve SS in the supnchi~marie nveleur 
peaked once per 24 hr and may contribute m the endogenous SS circadian rhythm. SS 
mRNA was higher during OH pulses, while the GHRH m e  aanscript was p e r  during 
mugh perids, demonstrating that the mRNA signals for the he0 mumpptides were also 
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involved in an ultradian rhythm 180' out of phase with the presumed senetion of the 
mrpective pepides CTannenbaum. 1991). 
AcNal measurrmmts of p a w  piarmaSS and GHRH have shown lhat lhe secretions 
of bath peptides art indeed pulnile. Plotsky and Vale (1987) masured SS and GHRH in 
portal plasma samples collected from lhe cannulared infundibular stalks of male rats 
anslhctiud wilh a kelamincxylarine mimre. Mean p o d  !mmunoreactive GHRH levels 
mw fmm c lM l  pglml to a mean pak coneennation of 890 + 65 pglml (n=7) during one 20 
mi" collection period. The mean immunanactiv~ SS cone~nwtian was 112 * 9 pg/ml 
during periods of trough OH secretion. This level declined by 37 t 5 percent in collections 
co~ncnding with periods of erpctcd OH pulses before m m l n g  to initial levels. However. 
theemlation between SS andGH -tion is largely inconsirtent (Plwky and Vale. 1987). 
Anesthetics have been shown to have negative e f f sU  on OH secretion (Robinson. 
1991) therefore Fmhmanet al. (1990) developed a erpenmental model that used conscious 
animals. O M - l i k e  peptide immunoreactivity IS undeteCIBbIe in pond b lmdmp les  fmm 
rats anesthetized with urethane or patobarbital (Plotsky and Vale, 1987) and the 
ehnracterirtic GH secretion in rats is also abolished by there anesthetics (Robinson. 1991). 
The findings in anerthetizedanimals may not n-ly reflcetaph~iologieal nevmpepride 
release pmfils whereas lhe hypphysd penal b lwdml ls ledfmm an artificial sinus plsced 
anterior to the pituitary gland. can be collsred fmm eonviaus animals (Arimun. 1994). 
Fmhman et al. (1990) used such a model to measure hypaphyseal SS and GHRH in 
mpharectomized sheep. The secretions of both OHRH and SS were pulsatile with peak 
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valua Of 25 - 40 pglml (GHRH) and 65 - 160 pglml (SS), and mean (+ SD) values of 2 1 a 
7 pglml (GXRH) and 72 +33 pglml (SS). Assasmntaf pulse frequency indicated a mean 
interpulse interval of 71 mi" and 53 min for GHRH and SS, rwpstive!y (Fmhman ct al.. 
1990). 
Fmhman's p u p  examined the internlatianship between the wentory panems of 
GHRH. SS andGH. Their analpis indicatedasignificant c o n e o b e  of GHRH pak3 with 
those of OH (p<O.M) and with the onset of the rise in GH xcretion preceding the actual 
peak (p < 0.02). Thee was. however. no rignlfieant association found berween GHRH 
w e r r t q  peaks andSS recmory tmughr, or vice versa or between tmughs in SS release and 
peaks in GH secretion. 
1.2.2. Aec-Related Different 
GH secretion is also related to age. Older rats have deem& OH pulse amplitude 
althwgh rmugh levels remain unchanged(Morimatoeral.. 1988). Morimato etal. (1988) 
used immunocytochemiry (KC) to show that GHRH immvnamctivity (ir) was p a l a  in 
the ME of youngn rau (three mntki) than old rae(24 month  whereas SSir tntensity was 
largely unaffsted. Marimoto's p u p  demonsmted that the age-related changes in GH 
~eret ion were not due lo a change in the pituitary response to GHRH. but possibly due to 
a dysfunction or hypofunction in the synthesis. VannpaR andor release of GHRH. The 
numbers of GHRH neurons in the auate nvelcvs (Are) and perivenuieular a n  or the 
amount of SS-cantaining ncumnr in the preaptic arc. and anterior nucleus did not change 
with age. Morimoto cr al. (1988) speculated that the age-relared decline in GHRH may be 
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e w d  by a in  caveholamine coneenvations with age. This h y p o h i s  is supported 
by the flndingthaexagenws L - D a p a a d m i n i s p  
in o l d m  (Sonntaget al.. 19901. 
Oe et al. (1989) used an in vino hypothalamic rat madel, in order to examine the 
differem in GHRH and SS release from c u i ~ r r s  derived horn male and female rats at 10. 
30.75 days and 14 months of age. Their studies demonstrated that the release of GHRH 
fmm the hypothalami o f  rats was related to sex, whe- the release of SS is relaled 
principally w age. Ge andcolleagver o b c d  that the hypothalamic content of SS and 
GHRH was related to age and not to gender as GHRH content increased and then reached 
a plateau by pastnatal day (PND) 30, while SS content increased linearly with age in both 
male and female rats. The percent of GHRH content released horn the m l t u m  in 20 min 
reached adult levels by PND 10, but the percolt release o f  SS only matured after PND 30. 
Thac results suggest that the age-related change in GH secretion reflects a rhih in the ratio 
o f  release of GHRH and SS (Ge et al.. 1989). 
L SOMATOSTA~GENE. 
Somatoscatin (SS) is synthesized as pan of a larger p reeum molecule. Its 
biologically active forms, samawsmin-14 (SS-14) and somam~tatin-28 (SS-28). arise by 
patwnslational cleavage of prosomatmatin (pmSS), whieh in Nm is derived hnn alarger 
pmcmrealied p repmmmtmin  orptepSS (Omdman ct al.. 1984). The gene encoding 
rat prrproSS is 1.2 kilobases in length and is intempted within the pmSS coding sequence 
by a single inmn of 630 baur. 
Somarastatin mRNA has bcen detected in the neumnr of embryonic m by nonhem 
hlot(Almazanct al.. 1989). in sit" hybridization (Burgender. 1994; Baram and S h u l l ~  1991) 
and ndiadcnsitamctrie p-SS cDNA hybridization assay (Zingg ct al.. 1984). The SS 
gene h s  k n  delened at embryonic day (ED) I4 (Burgunder. 1994, Alm- et al.. 1989: 
Baram and Shulrz 1991) although Zingg eral. (1984) using t i v d  
aeDNA hybridization methad, & l a d  Ihe genetic transcript by ED7. Adult levels of SS 
mRNA in the rat bnin appear to be reached between postnatal day (PND) I I and 14 
(Burgunder. 1994 andZingg et al.. 1984) although Ihere is a vansient increase in SS mRNA 
in both male and female m at the ages of 25 and 35 days respectively (Argente et al., 1991). 
In the adult hypachalamur. SS mRNA is localized in the paraventricular nucleus and lining 
the third venuicle wall fmm the optic c h i ~ m  to the ventmmcdid nucleus. The SS gene 
distribution in the adult nmanci .  pytifom cone?., and amygdala and the absence of 
erpression in the cerebellum. comspondr with the location of peptide lmmunoreaetivity 
(Arenuen et al.. 1985). The SS gene is also erpmsed in astmcyter in the cerebellum that 
appear by ED20 and fall 7-fold by PND 8. In contrast. SS mRNA levels in conical 
astmcytes are detected by ED20 and incnasc steadily to adult levels (Shinodaet al.. 1992). 
SS may have a mie in development as it is initially expressed at different timer in 
various central nemm system (CNS) mas. B m  and Shuiu (199 I )  were able to detect 
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SS mRNA in the amygdalo-hippoeampal complex, the dmlatnal  thalamus and distinct 
mof thepar iaohn ta l  mnex. by ED16. SS mRNAirexpresredalongth~th'ud~~~l~cIe 
nearthe hhypathalamic perivenuicularnueleur berween FBl4and W 16. Burgunder (1994) 
has repomd rhat by W19, SS gene levels worn h i e  in the v e n d  rwcolrcE (t.e. py i fon  
cortex. v e n d  caudate puramen, amygdala. hypnhalamur. mna incena) compared to dorsal 
ones (in panieular nmonex and dona1 caudate putamen). The onset of SS mRNA 
expression m different brain mas may be related to the role the SS peptide may play in that 
system. SS neumnr in the cortex are thought to be inhibitory !nrerneurans (Burgender. 
1994). and a functioning inhibitory system may be imponant to the devclopmnt of certain 
conical brain areas. The diffcrenees in initial SS mRNA app-ce in distinct CNS regions 
may also be rimply n reflection of early or delayed comparative mnmrarian. Burgender et 
al. (1994) noled that the relative delayed mvuration of pans of the hipppaeampur may account 
for the delayed mammtion of SS mRNA in that area 
Several ncuqeptida and neummadulato~ that can modulate SS secretion are also 
nble to regulate gene expression. SS gene expmsion can be upregulated by potassium- 
induced depolmization (Tolon et al.. 1994). gmwth hormone (Zcitlcr cl al., 1990). gmwth 
hnmone-releasing hormone (Zeytin a al.. 1988). Cstmtemne (Chowen-Breed et al.. 1989; 
Zeitleret al.. 1990; Chowenct al.. 1993: Wmretal.. 1988). cstradiol CWcmrn al.. 1988). 
dcxamethasone (Nhgawa el al.. 1992: Lam n al.. 1993) and N-methyl-D-spanate 
(NMDA) rrcepmractivation (Rage a al.. 1994). SS mRNA levels are likely to be *d 
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by gammsaminobuty+e acid (GABA) since bieuculline, a GABA antagonist. augmcnrs SS 
pnc expression by suppressing GABA tone (Rags et al., 1994). 
Secretion of SS is i n c d  by many apnu hat stimulate adenylatecyclase activity 
suggesting t h l  cyclic adenosine J: 5'- monophosphate (CAMP) is a second messenger far 
SS releare (Toion et 4.. 1994). SS gencexpmsion can also be regulated by CAMP. CAMP 
has k e n  shown to influence SS tranwriptian at a sequence (29 to 60 base pairs in lengh) 
upstream from the tmript ional  initiation rite (Caodman et al.. 1990). This requonee. 
designated the CAMP-responsive clement (CRE), is a classical enhancer sequence. 
~timulattng tmmription at a distance and orientlion independent manner. The SS CRE 
wquence is alrosvntial for basal (mnstirutive) and tissue specific expcesion (Dixon eta]., 
1% Montminy et al.. 1990: Owdmanet al.. 1990). Monuniny and Bilerikjian (1987) uJed 
DNA-affinityehmmlopphy to purify aSS CRE-binding pmtein (CREB) fmm PC12 cells 
and Yynamoloet al. (1988) isolated the pmtein in brain tissue. CREB is a43-kDa protein 
that stimulates mrr ip l ianaf genes by bindingto DNAa~adimer. CREB dimhationand 
binding at enhanced by phorphorylalion. Rotein kinasc-A and pmcein kinase C can both 
phasphsrylate CREE and therefore may hold aregolawry mle in SS lranwription (Dixan et 
al.. 1990, Mantminyet al., 1990: Goodman el al.. 19901. 
The d i e t  wnrlational pmduet of the SS gene is prepmsomatosrdn (prepmSS1. 
PrepmSS Ewer as the precursor pmduer for a family of somarasratin peptida. PrepmSS 
is 116 mino acids in length with a molefular weight of 12.72l (Modman et al., 1984: 
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Benoit et al.. 1990). The pre-region of pa@S is the hydrophobic amino-terminal that is 
involved in Ihe vanspat of Be polypeptide thmugh the endaplumic reticulum (Gaodman 
ct al.. 1984). The amino-terminal leader requcnce also contains the p l i v e  rotting signal 
that organire the pepide into the recretocy pathway mponsible for pmteolytie maturation 
(Scvarino ad. ,  1990). Following m v a l  of thcpn-mgiw the 92 amino acid SS pmurror. 
prmomatmtatin (pmSS. MW 10.389) is f o r d  (Gaodman et al.. 1984: Benoit et al.. 15%). 
Somatostatin-14and somatastatin-28 arethe mostcommon final cleavage products of p 6 S .  
SomatmQIin-14 (SS-14) is located at the &xyI -hna l  of pmSS and iscleaved fmm the 
pmvrror at a dibasic rite (Arg-Lys) (Goodman et al., 1984). Somaraswin 28 (SS-28) is 
cleaved at a single basic mino acid (Arg) andmntnins the amino acid wquencs of SS-14 
in iu earboxyl-terminal end (Benoit et al.. 15%). SS-28 is more abundant in the gut and SS- 
14 is more abundant in the hypathalamur mggaring that diffcmt endopmccolytic enzymes 
are responsible for the selective cleavage of the pmeunor to releae the spaific mature 
peptides (Cahen et al.. 1984). The aminwlcrminal of SS-28. SS-281,.,a, is also a peptide 
product that can be cleaved fmm pmSS bur its biological function is nM known (Goodman 
et al.. 1984: Bmoit et al.. 1990). OUler peptides of higher molecular weight than SS-14 and 
SS-28 (25Kand4K) have been located in the hypathalamun (Zingg and Patel. 1979). SS-14. 
followed by SS-28 are Lhe predominant forms in all nevral tissues. (Zingg and Paal, 1979: 
Patel et al.. 1980: Benoit et al.. 1984). Althaugh most of the ather member. of Ihe 
somatosaun family, includingpmSS, have been showntobssemmd, only SS-14andSS-28 
have ohawndemmNabie biolo@ activityso far(Zmgg andPatel. 1979, Patelet al.. 1980. 
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lmmunoreactive SS peptide has been dereeted in n t  femwr by radiaimmunaassay 
IMeGregoret al.. 1982: Shiasakaet al.. 1982; K h a m a n d  McCann. 1984; N o b u  ct al.. 
1985: Gabriel etal.. 1989) or immunocytmhemisuy (Shimakact al. 1982) and has advaned 
the knowledge of the peptide's antogcny. Somat~atatin is present in  the rat hmin during 
dcvelopmcntand 16 appearance follows acaudal to msval sequence IMffiregor er al.. 1982). 
Cells mnwining the SS pptide first apparon embryonic day (ED)IJ in  the hypothalamus 
(McOregor et al.. 1982) and are located in the primordium of the m a  rurmunding the 
fa~riculur mammilnhalamicus (Shioda n al.. 1982). Kharram and McCann (1984) 
reported that SS poritive neurons are flrrrdetsled in the hypothalamus at ED16. With the 
"re of radioimmunoassay, rhey observed a funher inc-c in SS content on postnatal day 
(PND) 10. with the levels falling significantly on day 15. only to rise again to day 10 levels 
on day 21. Nobov ct al. (1985) memured detstablc levels of SS in ervactr taken fmm 
emblyas Ihxe days b e f o ~  binh and fwnd Ihat hypahalamic SS content increased steadily 
with age and reached levels 10 fold higher than embryonic measursmsnts by PND 60. 
Gabriel et al. (1989) reparted Ihat SS contsnt in  juvenile rat hypathalami continued to r k  
steadily between PND 25 and 90. SS levels in  Ihe median eminence of male m u  reached 
adult levels byPND35 m m p d  to femalems where maximal levels were not rrschduntil 
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90 days of age (Gabriel et al.. 1989). Shi&a et al. (1982) u r d  immunayfoehernbtry 
(ICC) to detest SS positive neurons in tho periventrieular nucleus ( P e w  on ED19. They 
repirted that SS pmitive cells in the PeVN reached maximal levcls by birth and deemed 
in number as rhc rntr grew. Shimaka's gmup observed SS pmitive fibers in the anterior 
commirsure. suprachiasmatic nucleus and mcdian cminencs on ED20 and a fiber network 
in the ventmmedial hypathalamus aday earlier. 
The ontogeny of SS distribution in ertrn hypthalnmic sites has also been studied 
(Nobou et al.. 1985: McGregoret al., 1982). SS peptide content in  the cortex. brainstem, 
hippacampus, cerebellum. olfactory bulb and amygdala experiences a rapid post-natal 
i n e m .  Adult levels an npproached and often exceeded between PND 14 and 30 (Nobou 
et al., 1985; McGrrgorn al.. 1982). SS content in the brainstem andcortex emerge by ED14 
w h e m  the a p p a a m  of SS in the hippmmpus.ecrrbellum, olfactory bulb and amygdda 
dwr  not occur until bilfh orjust before i t  (Nobou e l  al.. 1985; McGregor ct al.. 1982). 
The anwgeny of SS peptide and SS mRNA are related, with the mRNA generally 
appearing before or on the same day as the peptide. Bath SS mRNA (Burgender. 1994. 
Almaran et al.. 1989: Bamn andShulQ. 1991) and peptide immunorenctivity (McGregor 
ct al., 1982) can be detated for the first time in the brains o f  fetuses by ED14. In ccnain 
b m n  arras like the hypnhalamus, amygdala and hippacampus there is a lag betwem the 
q p r m c c  of SS mRNA andthe peptide. In the hypathalamus. SS mRNA can be detected 
as early as ED14 (Baram and Shhlu. 1991). two days before the peptide was detected by 
K h o m  and M&n (1984). Tne helag between the initial detection o f  SS mRNA and SS 
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pptide is even larger in  the mygdala and the hippoempus as SS mRNA is expressed by 
W16(Baram and Shula, 1991) but Ihe w i d e  is not detectable until after birth (Nobou et 
al.. 1985: McOrrgaret al.. 1982). Ihc time laps between the detMion of the gene and the 
pptide suggests thaS in these mas. tranrcnptional mechanisms may appear be fm 
tmrlntional ones. 
3.2.1. Hvwthalamur 
3.2.1.1. Neumnr 
The hypathalmur mnwinsappmximately 28% afthe samntaswun found in theadult 
mt bmin (Bmwnrtcin st al.. 1975). Seven1 studies confirm that in the rat most of the SS- 
mnlaining p i k a y a m  found in the PeVN (Kobayashiaal.. 1977: Elde ct al.. 19% Finley 
el al.. 1981: BennenClarke et al.. 1980: Johansson etal., 1984). Eldeet al. (1984) found rhe 
mwt pmminent eollstion of SS immunoceactivc (SSir) perikarya in the PeVN meadarial 
to the caudal portion of the optic chiasm. Kobayashi et al. (1977) reported 25-fold highcr 
SSir in the ~tmchiasmatie ma than the amount in the preoptic area, xmnd  only to the 
density found in the median eminence Johansson el at. (1984) reported that in the PeVN. 
up to one hundred SSir cell profiles cwld be seen an each ride of h e  third ventricle 
exlanding fmm the oplicchiasm to the anterior pyls of the p"avenV1cuIar nucleus ( P W .  
At more m r d  levels, the majority of SSirccils were wm adjsrnt to the dmal  half of the 
ventricle. At mid-levels SSir was p-t all along the ventricle whilst caudally the main 
gmup once again -piEd a mom dorral position. BmnntClarke ct al. (19801 also 
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observed Ihat SSir cells lacaled along the thid venuicle varied in their antem-psterior 
disuibution. At the level of the snprachiasmatic nucleus, SSir staining divided into don# 
and vmual p u p s  of cells. Lightly stained SS neurons award scattered thmughaut the 
don# v i a "  of the PeVN, whereas ncumns in the vmual p u p  exhibited a dark stain and 
clusterrd in compact p u p s  near the vmuicle ependyma (Bennett-Clarke et al.. 1980). At 
the PVN level. dona1 and v e n d  divisions end and SSir prriliarya line the entire third 
venuicla wall (Jahanrmnet al.. 1981: Bennm-Clnrkcet al.. 1980). Finley et a1. (1981) also 
observed SSir positive cell badicr adjacent to the ventricle at the suprachiasmatrc nucleus 
levcl. but extending to the beginning of the v e n m e d ~ a l  nucleus (VMN). Other 
hypIhalamic sitm that mntnin SSir include the PVN, muate nucleus (Arc), VMN, v e n d  
pmmammillq nucleus andthedonolateral aspeaof the medial farrbmin bundle (Johansson 
et al., 1984: Eldcet al.. 1984: Kabayashi et al.. 1977; BmwnJtein el al.. 1973). 
3.2.1.2. Fiben 
The most dcn r  aggregation of SSir t ikn  and terminals in the hypothalamus was in 
the external zone of the median eminence with 10me f i b  extending into the internal layer 
(Bennett-Clarke et al., 1980: Finley et al., 1981; Johanssonet al.. 1984, Eldeet al.. 1984). 
The Ale nnd the VMN contain the next highest concentration of immunoreactive fibers 
followed by Ur anreria nucleus, par& of the medial and lateral preoptic nuclei. the vcntral 
premammilliuy nucleus and Ur lamal pan of the mammillq complex (Finley et al., 1981; 
Jahansson et al., 1984). JohansJon et al. (1984) muld d e w  additional SSir fiben in the 
VMN, supraoptic nucleus and the medial and po~terior mammillq nuclei. Unlike 
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lohanrwn's gmup. Finley et al. located fibers in the PVN, homed ia l  nucleus, posterior 
nucleus, dorsal prrmammillary nucleus. Ihe organum vasculosum of the lamina terminalis 
(OVLT) and Iherubfmical organ. El& ct al. (1984) also deteeted SSir fikn in Ihe OVLT. 
3.2.1.3. Connectivity SNdies 
Although SS is hetemgcneovrly distributed thmughaut the hypothalamus, the 
connection of SSsonlaining neumnr h a  teen examined by tracing studies that follow the 
rem@ rranspan of substances injected into the median eminence (ME). Such nrategier 
have revealed Lal  eenain subs& of SSsonWinrng neurons project to the mednan eminence 
(Kawano and Daikoku, 1988: lshlkawaet al.. 1987: Merchenttaler et a].. 1989). These 
rNdies ulilim Ihe double ruining method that combines the immunoeyloehemieal staining 
of SS and the u u  of the retmgrade tracer hone radish pcmxidase (bhiliawa et el.. 1987). 
biotinylared wheat germ agglutinin (Kawano and Daikoku. 1988) or lectin wheat germ 
agglutinin (MerchenIhaluet al.. 1989). With the ur of two repme primary antibodies and 
different eoloured end pmducu Ihrr technique rul identify neumnr that contain SS and the 
retmgmde tmer transponcd fmm Ihe u o n  terminals in Ihe ME to the cell body in the 
hypothnlamur (Kawano and Daikoku. 1988: lshiliawa a al.. 1981; Merchcnthaler et al., 
1989). hhikawaet al. (1987) showed that the SS ncvmns thal also pmjcct to the median 
emimnce wee widely dishibutcd in the PeVN. extending fmm the OVLT la Ihc ME. The 
largest nvmber of such cells was identilid at the level of Ihc supnchiasmaIic nucleus in Ihe 
antempasterior u i r  and uveral double-labeled cells were obuwed in the p q t i c  
rupmehiasde nuelm andthe PVN (Ishibwact al., 1987). Kawana andDaikoku (1988) 
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detected neumnr labeled for biotinylated wheat gmn agglutinin and SS in the msoal 
periventrieularregion. The cells were diouibutcd mtmaudally fmm the pop t i c  area level 
to the anterior edge of the median eminence. Kawano and Daikokv repored that although 
SSir labeled neumns were numcmur in the Axe, none of the mils were labeled with 
biotinylated wheat germ agglutinin. Mcrchenthaler ct al. (1989) dcmonrtmed that at least 
70% of SS neumnr in the anterior perivenOieular- and fhs PVN pmjm to the ME. SSir 
perikarya loeatcd in the VMN and An: did not mntsn lectin wheat germ agglutinin and 
therefore did not pmjat  to the ME. SS may function as a loeal ncumvansmitter in  these 
m (Kawano and Daikoku. 1988). Collectively. thee results suggest that neurons in the 
PeVN and PVN. but not those in the Arc and VMN, innervate the ME and are involved in 
reieasing SS into the p o d  ayrtcm 10 regulate gmwth hormone weretion fmm the anterior 
piNitary (Kawanoand Daikoh. 1988: Ishikawaet al.. 1987; Merehenhaler et al., 1989). 
ZL2 Exua hwothalamie Sit= 
In addition to hypohalamic sites, somatostatin ir widely distributed in other mar; of 
the CNS. SS conraining p e r i h a  and fibres are pmsent in  olfactory r e i d  weas and the 
tcleneephalon. l l w  thalamur. meseaephalon and rhombeaephalon conain dcnr SS fibre 
networks but few SS neumns (Elde a nl.. 1984. Johansson et al.. 1984: Finlcy a al.. 1981: 
Bcnnen-Clarke ct 4.. 1980). Most SS neumns in thew extra hypothalamic sitor do not 
p m j a  to the hypothalamus and arc not involved in the regulation of the %OWL hormone 
axis (lohanssan a al.. 19% Finley u nl.. 1981 ). 
4. S O M A T ~ A ~  
Studies mnceming the in vino relme of basal and slimulated SS, have shown that 
the secretion of the peptide is d-ndent on the vansient releane of intracellular calcium 
stores and second mssenger systems linked to calcium (Iversen, et al.. 1978; Maeda and 
frohman. 1980: Richardson a al.. 1983: Bnelowilz et al.. 1978; Honnegger et al.. 1991: 
Cugini et al.. 1991) lvenen et al. (1978) perfused 200 pm Ihiek hypothalamic olicco and 
observed that basal and 50 mM KCI-indud SS rel- was dependent an calcium. because 
when calcium was omitted fmm the superfurion solution the basal efflux was somewhat 
reduced and there was no msponsc to the 6 min pdse of high polarsium at all. Macda and 
Frohman (1980) incubated bloeLs of hypothalamic tissue with M) mM KC1 or the 
depolarizing agmt verauidine ( I  x 10" M) afvr determining basal relearr for 20 mi". SS 
and thyrouopin-releasing hormone (l'RK) release was increased by membrane 
depolarization. andthis wasabolished when calcium was removed fmm the media indicating 
that the release of SS and TRH by hypothalamic fragments invalvs a Catidependent 
membrane &polarization process (Maeda and Frohman. 1980). Richardson et al. (1983) 
useddispersed cell cultures made from adult rat hyphalami, and observed that membrane 
drpalarization, induced by either KC1 56 mM orauabain (the N& K'-ATPase inhibitor) I 
x 10" M or paw. markedly stimulated SS re!-. Incubptim at 4' C. or in tk presence 
of EDTA 0.05 M or the calcium channel blccker verapamil at a eoncenvation of 50 pM, 
abolished these rtimulatoryeffsfs. Bnclowilz el al. (1978) also showed that 56 mM KCI- 
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induced SS release mvld be b l m h d  with verapamil or Ca" free media. The rat in vino 
model used incubated hypothalamic fragments (30 mi" incubations). 
Honegger et al. (1991b) used ed statically incubated acute mt hypothalamic explant 
system to determine wherher Ca" ara as a second messengn in Ihe regulation o f  both SS 
and GHRH release. 'The calcium-eny anragoart. verapamil. anlngon~ud K*-stimulated SS 
and GHRH release in ado= dependent fashion, with maximal inhibition m h e d  at I x 10' 
M. Thecalcium ionophore. ,423187, significantly stimulated SS and GHRH release but this 
effect was not blaked by venp~mil. Thapsigargin. which increases the efflux of Ca" from 
deiaxrms, did not affect either SS or GHRH release nt I x 10' M or I r lU' M. Honegger 
et al. mncluded thnt calcium influx was crucial for depoldration - i n d u d  SS and GHRH 
release. Calcium cnvanee in mponw to A23 187 was independent of verapamil-wnritivc 
calcium channels. The lack of a rhaprtgnrgin Veatment effect suggests that increased 
intracellular Ca" fmm inmellvlar stores is not equivalent to an increase in Ca- influx 
(Hancgger et al.. 1991b). 
Cugini st al. (1991) invertigared the mle of signal mrdun ion  systems in rhe 
remtian of SS and GHRH fmm perfused rat hyphalamie fragments. Responsiveness to 
depolariwtian inaeoncenmiondqmdent manna w s  shown by h e  uimulation ofSS and 
GHRH re lew  after a brief 10 min pulse d high K' medium. Them wa9 also a marked 
stimulation of SS and GHRH releas by forskolin (an adenylate eyclase activator) and db 
CAMP (CAMP analog) in  a concenmion-dependent manner, suggerting that a st imulatq 
mle of the adenylate cyelasepmtcin k i n e - A  puhway in bath SS and GOHRH release. 
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Cugini's gmup demmswtedmncenwdon&pendenr stimulation of SS and GHRH release 
in hypothalamic fragments by A23187, suggesting a mle for acute changes in eytmolic 
calcium in the regularion of -!ion of these two pepcida. Tk pmtein kin-C activator. 
PMA. did nM stimulate basal SS or GHRH nI- but i t  did have stimulatory effects ~1 the 
fankolin-stimulated release of the peptidcs. This suggests a mle for pmtein kinaseC 
modulation of stimulated, but not basal. hypothalamic SS and GHRH release in perfused 
hypothalamic fragments. The additive effect of A23187 on forskolin-induced SS release 
suggests inrracellviar interactions of the calciumsalmodulin system with adcoylate 
cycladpmein kin= A -stimulated release. In mnmt, forskalin-stimulated GHRH release 
was not i n e d  by the addition of A23187. Cugini n d. concluded thatthese obwrvntionn 
implicate a rich and varied mle for the signal vansducuon mechanism in the release of SS 
and GHRH. and henee in the regulation of GH r-tian. They noted lhat then was a 
pot~ntidly important mle of CAMP-dependent pthways. a modulating mle for pmtcin 
kinase-C. and an independent mle for cytosolic calcium fluxes on SS and GHRH release. 
Althwgh mcmbme depoiarintion and intracellularcalcium movcmmt ace essential 
in the secretion of SS fmm neumns in the PeVN. other physiological mechanisms are 
capable of modulating the release of SS into the hypophyseal portal blmd system. 
Components of the GH system. different earecholamine. aeerylchaline, and Conicmopin 
releasing hormone have all been shown to alter SS seerrtion (Epelbaurn a al., 1986; 
Berelawia ct al., 1981: Chiiaraet al., 1979; Agvila et al., 1992; Richardson et al.. 1981: 
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Pnclmund and Val% 1984. Mitsugi et al., 1990). 
The ability of ramatorratin to inhibit its own wcmion has been demons& by 
various experimental studies. SS analog$ can inhibit the release of hypolhalamie 
romatustatin in  a dmc dependant manner (Richardson andTwente. 1986: Eplbaurn ct al., 
1986). By performing ulmmctural ICC on ultra thin scetions of rat hypothalamus. 
Epelbaum er al. (1986) observed that in the P e w .  perikqa and dendrites of labelled SS 
neumnr showed frequent apposition of their limited membranes. Clvssreal synapcs were 
also observed betwem SS-mntaining axonal pmeesus, and lahllcd p r i k q a  or dendrites. 
The ability of SS analogs to inhibit SS wcretioneomlwd well withthcmumnce of SSSS 
syn- in h e  P e w .  suggesting that SS exenr negative feedbackmnml on itsown release 
through nutwerrpton located on the pr ikuya or dendrites of SSsonlaining neurons. 
Beaudct et al. (1995) used in sir" hybridization to detect intensely labelled SS rrrrpmn in 
the P e w ,  distributed bencath the ependymal border of the third ventricle. The 
compandem of receptor localization with SS-containing ncumnr (&audeIct al., 1995: 
Johansson ct al.. 1984) and the prrsnce of high affinity binding r i m  in the hypothalamus 
(Srikant and Pawl. 1984) ruppon the concept of SS autarrgulation. 
R e s u l ~  fmm in viw (Mitsugi et al.. 1990) and in virm (Richardson et al., 1988) 
studies have shown l a  GHRH may have rtimulatny effects on SS mlease. Mitsugi et al. 
(1990) showed thathc icv adminisuatton of GHRH. pmducsd a significant increase in thc 
p a d  plasma mncenuation and weretion rare of SS, suggesting hat GHRH centrally 
influenm SS wcmian inw hypaphyrcal portal blaad. Richardson ct al. (1988) used 
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dispmed adult rat hypothalamic cells to show tha GHRH caused adoredependent (1-100 
nM) stimulation of SS in static I hr incubations. Attemps to demonsvdte a possible 
anatomical eonmaion between SS andCHRH have ban made. Tannenbaum et al. (1990) 
comlmd the autoradiographic distribution of SS receptors with the immunayrochrmical 
dirtribut~on of OHRHsonlaining neurons in the hrpathalami of adult rats. By elcctmn 
miemcopy. Horvath et al. (1989)demonsuated synaptic contacts between OHRH-cantaining 
nerve lerminds and SS-mntaning dendrites. Taken together these rrudie SUggeEt that a 
recipmal interaction exists between GHRH- and SSsontaining neumnr (Horvarh et al.. 
1989; Tannenbaum. 1990). 
Growth hormone suppresses its own wcmtion by stimulating SS releaw (Aguila and 
McCann. 1993: Saa et al.. 1989; Sheppard et al., 1578: Minami et al.. 1992). The OH- 
induced relcav of SS involves an n n c m  in e& erpnss~d in SS-containing nevmns rhe 
PeVN and Am (Minami et d.. 1992) and stimulation of the fholinergic system (TomIIo et 
al., 1988). Somatomedins (peripheral GHeffectorr) have been shown to mimic the effects 
of OH an SS (&cker el al., 1995: Bc~ low iue t  al.. 1981). Berelowiu et al.. demonstrated 
that both somatomedinC and OH rtimulaed SS released from intact medial basal 
bypahalami tissue blocks, suggesting that thee may be a dual mechanism for the negauve 
feedback of OHan SS releaw: one mediated by OH itself andtheolherthmugh iu pripherpl 
effector, somatomedin-C. 
Somatostatin release is stimulated by phyriolo~c'eal concenmlions of dopamine 
(Richardson ct al.. 1983~ Gamn-Pan and Rodriguez-Amm, 1983: Kitajimaet al., 1989; 
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Chihara et al.. 1979) and the dopamine antagonisl. metdopramide has been shown to 
abalish this (Richardson et al.. 1983n). In dispersed hypothalamic cells. Eadnnergie 
antagonism have k e n  shown to inhibit ouabain-stimulated SS release (Richardson and 
Twenre, 1990) withwt affecting basal ~Cmtian (Comr-Pan and Rodriquez-Amao. 1983; 
Richardson and Twente, 1990). 
Ssmwnin (54ydrorytryptamine15-HT) has not been shown to affect SS relsasc in 
viw (Chiharaet al.. 1979). however it has been found to inhibit SS release in two different 
in vitm system (Peterfrmnd andvale. 1984: Richardsonet al..1981). Kisser al. (1988) 
using a combination of eleetmn microscopic autoradiography and ICC provided 
morphological cvidmee for ad im t  mnlact between scmtanergic elements and SS neurons 
of the anterior PeVN, that project to the ME. Synsptic connections between labelled 
serotonergic nerve endings and SSir elements were obawed by Kiss ct al. (1988). however 
Descarries' p u p  have reported that most serotonin eonlacm and possrble anions in the 
cerrbral conex m via non-synaptic coolacts (Seguela. 1989). Although serotonin binding 
sire to the SI  (5-HT,) receptor rvbiype havc k e n  detected in the hypothalamus (Luuelle 
et al., 1988: Biegon et al., 1982). only h e  S2 (5-HTJ 1)suMype has been loealired on 
SS immunorracrive mrons in the conex, (Bowen ct al.. 1989; Cms~et 4.. 1984) but not in 
the hypothalamus (laruelle ct 4.. 1988). D i m t  mmlatianr bmveen SS immunoreanivity 
and binding sites to Ihe S2 serotonin receptor ligand ['Hlketanserin, havc been smdicd 
primarily in  postmortem Alrhsimcr brainn where thnr is a selective loss of SS neumns 
containing S2 serotonin receptors in &e frontal ( C m  et al.. 1984) and ternpod conices 
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(Bowm et al., 1989. Cmsr et al.. 1984). Whnher urnconin-SS interactions are mediared by 
SI  receptors in the hypothalamus. S2 receptors that camlate with SS immunorranivity in  
conical arms, or by another hypothalamic ncmanin meptor subtype must k clarified by 
further rtudia. 
CorticMmpin releasing hormone, a component of % hypolhalamic-pitairary-adrenal 
axis. has been shown ra mdulate SS releau. The icv adminisoation of 5 pg ofconicompin- 
releasing hornone (CRHI i n c d  the p a d  plasmamnccnvarion and =muon late of SS 
(Mitrugi et al.. 1990). LighI mi-opic stadia of vibratom =[ions. double-labelled for 
CRH and for SS. suggested h e  prencna of mipmcal synaptic interactions W e e n  neumns 
containing CRHir and thwe containing SSir in  the parvaccllular PVN 3nd in the antenor 
perivmtricular m a  (Hisano and Daikoku. 1991). 
5. INTERLEUKINS 
The CNS and the immune system both have major m l a  in the maintenance of 
homeostasis. For many yeam i t was thought Ulat the two acted indeptdently because the 
brain apparrd Mated from the cffccu d t h e  immune Eystcm by the p e n c e  of the b lwd  
brain barrier and by the knee of a lymphatic drainage system (Fontana et al.. 1984; 
Reichlin, 1993). However. it is now clear that n a r d  and endocrine factors md i f y  
immunological function, whilst the chemical msengn h a t  mediate many immune system 
fundow can in  N m  affect the CNS (Imura d al.. 1991: Rcichlih 199% Ader ct al.. 1990). 
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&arch into the function of the family of immunological chemtcal messengm known as 
cytakines has greatly advanced our understanding of CNS-immune syrtem interactions. 
The acute phase responw of the immune syrtem is Viggeral in -nv lo infection. 
bums, muma w nmplasia This mponrt is alsotriggad by the exposure to an endotoxin 
or bacterial lipapolysaccharide (WS). LPS is acompler glycolipid and a component of the 
outer membrane of most Gram negative bacteria (Elmquia et 8.1. 1993). The acute phase 
response initially cansirct of an inc- in certain plasma pmrcins as well as the 
mobilization and activation of phagocpie mononuclear m-phages (Smith. 1991). Major 
cpakines, interleuhn-10 (U-10) and Nmar necmsin fwtor (TNR and interfern I (INF I). 
which mediate natural rmmunity (protection againn vinl or bacterial infections) mc 
pmducedduring the acute phase rapanre and act to cwrdinate c c n M  and peripheral host 
defense mechanisms (Dinmllo and Thompson. 1991). 
L I  is a term that is applied to two cyokine isaformr. L l m  and L-10, and one 
antagonist. L l m ( U - l  rrceptoranragonist) (Dinmlloandl'hompn, 1991). L - ImandL  
I0 show less than 30% srmc~ral homology to each other but both isoformr pmduce similar 
bioiogiealeffsctandrhare the same reccpwr (Imuraet al., 1991; Smith. 1991). Both U-I 
polyppide~ are synthesized as p m u w r s  of appmximatcly 33 kDa that are pmt~lytically 
cleaved in order to generare rhe m a r e  17 kDa proteim (Smith, 1991) 
'There are two L I  receptors, known as L-iR type I and type U ( L I R l l  and L 
lRla  mpectively). IL-IRtI (80 kDa) s e x p d  primarily on T cells, but can be detected 
on endothelid cells, keratinoeytes, heptacytes and fibmblasu. L-IRtn (68 LDa) is highly 
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srprerud in B a l l s  and to a laserdegrrc on ncutmphil and bone marmw. L I B  appears 
to have a greater dlinity for type Ureceptorr whetear Lllr binds with gceater wlst iv i ty  to 
the type I L - I  receptor subtype. (Dinarrllo and Thompson. 1991: Cunninghan and De 
Sauza, 1993) L l r a  binds m both reccpt~rsubtypes. 
5.2.1. Peri~henl LPS or L-18 Effecll in the Brain 
The neumendmine and immune system lank has been characterized by invcstigationr 
examining mechan!rms whereby peripherally generated cytokiner modulate the activity of 
the mnbal nervous system. For example. the findings that iv injections of L - I 8  increased 
conicotmpin-relensing hormone (CRH) levels in  the hypphyseal p o d  blood. and that 
subsequent elwations in plasma adrenoconicompic hormone ( A m )  levels were blocked 
by Ihe immunoncuoaliation of CRH (Sapolsky et al.. 1987) have suggerted that L- IB acts 
within the CNS in order to stimulale the hypthalamic-piaitary-adrenal axis (Rivest el d.. 
1992). Funhermom, peripheral adminirmtion of L - I D  exens other central effects such as 
the induction of slow-wave sleep (ffitsuuraet d., 1988). 
Cmanietal. (1988) demonsmledthat ivendatoxin or naaral L-IBgivcn as a bolus 
(0.8 mglkg) or continuous infusiw pmduced fever in  eonsiour cats. Caeeani dra showed 
that icv but OM iv injection of pyrogenic doses of bacterial endatoxin (LPS) led to the 
appamce in the cerebrospinal fluid of L I B  activity. They cmluded that blmd-borne L 
IB wns likely m act at adi-tc site outside the blood-brain barrier. poosibly at the 0-T. 
Cenbally fwmed L I B  may instcad i n i h  gencral few-pmot ing and fever-rclatedevents 
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(Caceani et al.. 1988). 
Fontannaet al. (1984) showed tha an s i m t  p n p d  fmm dislociared brain cells 
of mice injected previously with LF3. was found to mntain a factor that increased the 
prolifemion response of thymacylcs ( thymqte pmlifention was used as an assoy far U -  
18). Theeoncenmled brain exmls  fmm b WS-mated micc, produced fever in m n m l  
micc. Taken togcthcr, r h m  data suggest that the pymgenic actions were mediated by 
peripheral U-IB gaining access to the CNS or by L I B  produced lacally in the braln 
(Fontanna et al.. 1984). 
The expmrion of c-for. an immediate early pmto-oncogene. is upregulated during 
an inereast in synaptic activity, and therefore c-lor and its pmtein pmduct. Fos, are used as 
mnrkerr of cellular activity (Rivet st al.. 1992: Sag= st 21. 1995). Rivest et ai. (1992) 
demonstrated h a  bah iv and icv injections of L I B  inc-ed plasma ACTH levels, but 
only the icv infusion of themkine incMwdcjoserpmion in Ihe paraventricularnucieur 
(PVN) and the m a r e  nucleus (Arc) of the hypothalamus. The effect of icv, but not iv. IL- 
lP  injections on c-fos suggest that L I P  induced neumnal activation is not initiated by 
peripherally-derived U- lP that emsser the BBB, but by L I P  secreted lacally in the brain. 
Sagar et al. (1995) wed immunwylwhemirvy (ICO to obsrve that iv LF3 induced Fos 
expression in oxymein labeiledneumnr, in Ur PVN and mmatostatin positive neu- in the 
PeVN. The increase in Fos pmtein suggests that thae hypothalamic nenmtts are activated 
by peripherally adminirtmd WS. Other hypothalamic areas that show LPS-induced Fos 
nuclear immunastaining include, the dommedial nuclcur. the An. the ME snd the 
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cimmvcnuicular organs (the OVLT. the subfarnieal ogan and rhe area pastrema). LPS- 
induced Fos immunmactivity was attenuated by p r e m e n t  with indomethaein or 
dexmthasone (Sagwet al., 1995). The effects of cenval L I P  and indomethacin on c-fos 
gene expmssion and Fas pmrein content. respectively, suggest that both LLIP and 
pmsraglandin may be impanant candidates far the central mediation of peripherallyderivcd 
LPS activation of the brain. Elmquist ct al. (1993) observed that two hours after intra 
peritoneal (ip) LPS admmiruation, mbust Fas-like immunornivity was observed in the 
several brain nuclei including the hypothalamic paravenmcvlar and supraoptic nuclei, and 
the nucleus of the solitary vact in the brainstrm. The nucleus of the activated brainstem 
nucleus rends inpuls inta the hypothalamus (Richard0 and Koh. 1978) and may be involved 
in is activatiodrepularion by LPS. Together thew data suggest that peripheral LPS 
administered iv (Sagax ct al., 1995) or ip (Elmquist et al. 1993) has the ability to activate 
hypothalamic neumnr which may contain SS. The increaw in Fos pmtein expressed in Ute 
e!mmwnrricular organs (Sagaret al., 1995) and the nucleus of the solitary vact (Elmquirt 
et al, 1993) suggests that lhere mas may be involved in the peripheral tmsdvction of Ute 
respeetivc iv and ip LPS signal into the brain. 
5.2.2. hterleukin-ia and D Rseoton in the Brain 
Periphnsl and ecnwlly-derived 5 1 0  can function lhmugh LI meptors that have 
been localized in the CNS (Kalsuura a al.. 1988: Haw1 et al.. 1994; Cunningham et al., 
1992). Karsuaraa al. (1988) identified a single rype of high aftinity binding sire for L I E  
in rat hypothalamus (dissociation constant or & = 1.0 t 0.2 nM) and cerebral cartex (& = 
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1.3 i 0.2 DM). but not in the pimitary. The maximum binding capacity (B-) in the 
hypMhalamus (6, = 75.4 i10.8 fmoVmg p a i n )  w u  4 ti- greater than in the cerebral 
eonex (B, = 17.2 i 1.5 fmol/mg protein). Binding soldier also revealed that in the 
hypothalamus, about I W  times greatermncenVatians of IL-la than 5-10 were needed to 
displace bound '"I-IL-I8 to the same extent (Karsuunn al.. 1988). L is unlihly that such 
high L l a  mnecnmions would oecur in the brain, suggesting tha~. in mnvdst to peripheral 
subtypes, IL-lrr daes not bind to hypothalamic 5 - I 0  rceeptorr (Kauuun ct al., 1988). 
Cunningham et al. (1992) used in ria histoehemisvy in mouse brains to show the high 
intensity I d d o n  of rype I IL-l receptor mRNA in the dentate gyrur, raphc nucleus and 
chomid plexus of the lateral, third and founh ventricles. Cunningham's p p  did not 
observe type 1 Ll receptor mRNA in either the F'VN ~r ME suggesting that 5-10 effects 
in the hypothalamus am mediated thmugh the type I receptors distribu~ed in the chomid 
plexus of the third ventricle. or by a cumntly unidentified receptor subtype. Hawr eI al. 
(1994) demononated that brain Ll receptor density wasdown-replaled in Uledenrate gyNr 
in a dosedependant f3shian. by systemic LPS administration. providing funher evidence of 
wptor-medkred nrpnses to peripheral L I B .  
223. Interleukin-I0 md Rmraelandins Laeated in Ihe Brain 
S e d  in v i m  r~dies  iII~sUaIed that IL-I8 and pmstlglandins were pmduced in the 
CNS and may be involved in Vh eenUal effeets of eytokincr in the brain. Navarra ct al. 
(1993) showed that pmstaglandin E, (pow and LPS stimulate bioactivc L I B  release fmm 
rat hypathalamie erplantr. L I B  can also rtimularc tho mlcasc of POE, fmm the 
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hypothalamus (Nauarraet al.. 1992: Pozzoli et al., 199% Blaneis Hal.. 1990). The I L l 0  
induction of PGE., release suggesu that pmrtaglandins may play a mcdiawy mle in the 
hypothalamic effects of IL-I0 (Navarraet al.. 1992). Bredere1 81. (1988) have implicated 
neurons as a possible sauree of centnl IL-IB. An ant i~rum directed against human IL-I5 
was used to stain the human brain imm~no~ytahemieally for IL-I5 immuno~uive (L -  
IUlr) neuronal elements. The dewst accvmulationr of U-IBir fibres were found in the 
perivenrricular regions thar ganicipated in antenor pimitary contml. IL-I5ir fibres were 
found thmughout the PcVN. Are. PVN. and the ME (B&r et al.. 1988). 
Astmytes and micmglia ah paenlid non-neumnal wrurecr of cenldlyderived IL- 
18 (FonmnaandOd. 1984: Reichlin, 1993). WS can stimulate asrmytes to s h e  L-10 
(Fontanna and G d .  1984) and WS can induce an increase in the cxpmrion of IL-15 
mRNA in glial cellr (Lieberman er al., 1989). U-18 has also been shown to induce PO& 
release from rar asuocyte culNres (Kacruura et al.. 1989). Micmglaa cells that are 
embryologically and funnionally related to maemphages and astmcyts (Reichlin. 1993). on 
alsosrete L - IB  when activated (Reichlin. 1993: Giulianet al., 1986: Righi et al.. 1989). 
5.2.4. Inedeukin-la and 0 Tranrmn Thmuph Uh Blood-Brain B& 
The mechanism whetthy peripherally originating immunological evcnu are signaled 
to the CNS is Nll an bsue of -lation and mImYerry. Cumntly there m five theories 
pmied in order to elplain the mspwto f  Ule peripheral-emnal -age through the blood 
brain barrier. The first theary suggests that ehmnic erpmure to various qwkines disrupts 
the blwdbnin banis and increases the permeability of cndathelial cells (Maruo et al., 
15% Shnrief et 4.. 1992). This h r y  suggests, that mediators of the immune system may 
increase their own entry into the CNS and initiate the ceeval mpanre. A wcond theory 
ruggels that 1L-Is and to a Imer citcnt U-IB am transpad thmugh the blood-brain 
barrier by a stumble system (Bankset al.. 198% Bankset al.. 1991). A third thmrypmpascs 
the leakage of cytakines thmugh areas such as the cimmvcnvicular organs, hat have no 
blwd-brain banier iBlatteir, 1990). Blatteir (1990) has shown that the abiatlan of the 
vascular plexus of the 0VL.T in the antemventral third vcnvieular wall resulted in the 
rupprsrion of fever evcked by invapritond injection of WS where- ccnval injection of 
L I B  did not affect lhe pymgenie S2~ i t i~ i t y  of the animal The foot pmcesS2r of asuoeyta 
M close to the blwd-brain barrier. and the transpan of the masage fmm the pmeases to 
the cell Mia inside the barrier could comprise a foudt possible mechanism for the 
conveyance of the priphedcenval -ge; bldbarne cwkines may come Into conmct 
with fcot pmesses and stimulate the release of ptustaglandim from the atmyascell bodies 
(KBISUU~ et al.. 1989) or an immune antigen may be vansponed by the same revograde 
movement. into the CNS (Fontanna and Ficn, 1985). The release of aslmeytic 
pmtaglandim w the presentation of the immune antigen inside the CNS may stimulate the 
pmduction of eenual cytokims (Katruuraer al.. 198% Fontanna and Fka. 1985) . A Aflh 
mechanism forthe m m o n  of immuttologiealCNS m g c r  suggests, that pniphnal 
eytokincs, h u &  ncumnal signal mediation, may induce ccnval cytokine pmduclion. 
Autonamic prepglionic neuron. -ive direct pmjstiotts from brain rm nuclei, 
hypothalamic nuclei and limbic f a f i n  rrmcruw (Admet al.. 1990). Extensive awending 
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and-ding eonnstions exist between these vcss which have been shown to link some 
endoecine systems with nuuandacrine and autonomic systems (Ader et al., 1990). The 
hypothalamus and limbic system s u u c N m  are &ons that ars affected by cytokinen and 
may be the central components of a neumnal cimuit that r e r p d  to peripheral immvne 
signals (Ader a al.. 1990). 
6. I m I I L E U W - I l l  E ~ C I S O N S O M A T ~ F I A ~  
Cytokincs havc bcsn shown w alter hypolhdamic function (Mandmp-Pmlun el al.. 
1995: lmvn et al.. 1991: Ader et al., 1990) and several studies havc demonstrated that 
cytokinss an cqablc of modulating the pwlh-hormone axis (Honegger n al.. 1991; 
Kasting and Martin. 1982: Peisenelal.. 1995: Searbarmgh. 1990). 
MeCaffery et al. (1910) noled that 22 out of 120 children with inflammatory bowel 
dircnsc were severely gmwth retarded. Farthing et al. (1981) observed that children with 
Cmhn's d i s c s  a d  retarded gmwth had a stunred GH secretion m p n s  to sleep and 
insulin-induced hyp0gIyami~comparrd ID n d e h i I d m .  Fanhing'r groupalsonoted that 
m some of his patients the 5 hr mean growlh h o m n e  levels were reduced compared with 
Icvsls previously wried in normal shwt ehildmn, although the plsatiic pattern of OH 
-tion was p-wed. R a i d  basal GH -=tion during starvation and pmteinsalaric 
malnutrition in Cmhn's-gmwth retarded children, ruggescs that the GH makeerrtion war 
unlikely due simply to malnutrition, but that an endocrine dysfunction contributed m the 
problem (Fanhing nal.. 1981). A l h u &  thcsu-ionaf ?he OHaxir may nor be lhc role 
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ordirrctpatholagy involved in the gmwUI rewdaion o k w d  in his  ~Ndy, it d m  indime 
that chmnic immune activation has an effect on the physiology of the OH axis. 
GH may also affect the function of the immune system (Ader at al.. I990 Mandrup. 
Poulren et al., 1995) suggesting that the regulation of the OH ncumendorrinc and immune 
systems are intemlated. MandmpPoulrn ct al. (1995) naed that in OHdeficient child%". 
an increased U-IB and L-2 pmduetian was ruppnrwd with OH substitution therapy. 
Insulin-like gmwh faetor I administration appeared to inhibit mononuelear U-IS rynlherir 
(Mandrup-Poulsen et al.. 1995). Ader et al. 11990) observed hat OH deficiencies have been 
assaiated with abnormal eellularity of the bane marmw and lhymur, and depressed T e l l  
Function and antibody ~csponrs. Aderet al. (1990) also noted that adminisvation of GH to 
GHdeficient anlmalr afforded some restoration of immune system function. 
L an attempt to fumherexamine the immunolopical-neumendaerine GH link, Y V ~  
studies in rarr have invutigated theeffst of IL-IS and endaorin an GH reieltse. RetNri et 
al. (1987) o b s m d  that following the icv injection of 5 ng of ll.-10, GH plasma values 
increased 5 min aher the injection and remained elevated far the dumion of the 2-hour 
experiment. The rite of action in these experiments war unclear but the hypathalamus was 
a likely site in view of the law d m  ofL-10 u r d  (Imurad al.. 1991). Endaorin effects on 
GH secretion in humans an a l ~ o  stimulatory (Ader et al.. 1990). 
Kasting and Mmin (1982) measured plsJmaGH levels in freely behaving adult ram 
for 6 hr on thrce consecutive day% h t i n g  and Manin observed that the normal pvlsatile 
GH release observed on the firnt day was abolished on Ihe ssond day by iv mdowxin 
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wemnmt On the thirdday, however, OH smetion war greater than on the initial convcl 
day. Kartings p u p  also observed thar the suppression of GH secretion by endataxin was 
revencd in all animals by anti-somarostatin serum Karting and Martin rpsulalcd on the 
rebound in OH secretion and the posible mls of SS. Thcy surmised that the endatorin 
induced a large i n c m e  in SS release m the ME and almost completely suppressed OH 
release, as pasiveimmunomurralirationof cndogmour SS indicated. lkrefore Ihe r e h n d  
releas may k due to s i k r  depletion of s tow of releasable SS in ME nerve tmninals or a 
refractory m s p m  of romarotmphs pernap due to downreplation of recopton. 
Peiwnnal.(IW5)cxaminedthclong-meffwtsofLPS andLIBonOH-tion 
in juvenile m. Usmg the m e  time hame, they also larked at the effects of endotarin on 
body weight and OH release. The results of the in vivo mmpncnt of their study revealed 
that iv LPS Vearmnt caused rlgnifieantly less body weight gain for2 days. Themafnr, thae 
animals exhibited parallel weight gain but never reached the weights observed in the saline 
controls. During the Ant day of weight gain suppression, OH pulsatility was completely 
abolished and OH baseline levels, mass (taal plasmaOH secreted15 hr) and peak frequency 
were decreased. By the wmnd day of LPS adminismion. a rebound in OH secretion 
accunedas OH baseline end OH msro war rigniflcendy increased above mntml levels. By 
day 3. there was no significant difference between GH levels measured in WS-ucated 
animals and base of the controls (Peirn cr al., 1995). 
The greatest LPS-induced changes in OH secretion occur during the tint 24 hn  of 
endotorin administration whereby OH release is initially suppressed and thm rrbavnds 
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above normal levels. I t  is during this time that body weight gain is first decreavd never to 
catch up to saline contmls (Peknet el.. 1995). A dysfunction in somatatatin secretion. as 
suggested by Karting and Manin (1982). may caua lhe observed effects on OH recmion 
and perhaps even lhc inhibition of body weight gain obxrval by Pciwn (although a GHRH 
influence cannot k ruled out). Peisen et al. (1995) and Honegger ct al. (1991) have 
examined the acute effects of L - I 5  on SS secretton in juvenile and adult rats, respectively. 
Haneggmel al. (1991) obwrved that 20 min incubation with L - I D  stimulatedSS secretion 
fmm acute hypothalamic rat erplantr. The effects of L -15  were antagonized by t k  cylep 
oxygenare inhibitor, indomethacin. Pciwm's in v i m  crperiment~ with medial basal 
hypolhalamic explants demonstmed that SS secretion was inereved by 30 min incubations 
with eather W S  or L - I 5  and that theeffect was r e v e d  by the LI meptar antagonist. 
These results a m  wilh theacute rvppmion of plasmaOH in adult (Kastinget al.. 1982) 
and juvmile rats and the reduedon of somatic growth in juvenile ram exposed to infectious 
material (Peisen a al.. 1995). 
Ncirhers~dy war able to address Ihc cffecs of L-18 on SS during the longerperiod 
when OH appcm to mNm to n o d  levels, but the deleterious effect on growth is not 
recovered. Acute explant models am resmcted to the study of rho* time points due to 
limitations in tissue viability. Scarbnwgh ct al. (1989) wereable todetect L - I 8  induced 
SS release from fetal disociatiye eulNra, during 2-5 day imubation. but no significant SS 
effects at time points less lhm 24 hours w m  found ( S c g h  1990). This lack of a 24 
hour SS msponr suggesrs that the hedy ofintemrdiate time pri& (in hours) may n a  be 
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achieved using diuHlciative eulNm which may require 24 houa to recover horn the 
mechanical and enzymatic manipulations inherent to the technique. 
7. PURWm o r m y  
The p u r p ~ e o f  this study is to cxamineSS reIrare following moderate tnmerposurc 
to L - I 8  (i.c., 2.12 and 24 hr). A demonsmtion of the SS npanw to the cytabne expasure 
during the interval between shon tmn and longer term experiments. may advance our 
knowledge concerning the period where the OH axis may be most affected. The mediatory 
mle of pmrtaglandins in IL-lB effecu on SS weretion will also be investigated. 
This study will use hypathalamie slicecultures harvested fmm neonatal mu (adapted 
fmmGahwiler. 19881 todxmw the L- IB  effect on SS rel- during the intermediate time 
poinu. The advantages of this model at is degree of tissue argantmioion, iu acasrxbility 
and the he with which hehel~res at mainwined for longer periods of rime compared to 
xute explant experiments. The method rrains a certain degree o f  tissue organization and 
the culturing ryrtem is described as arganarypic in order to emphasize the mntenance of 
characteristic pmpenies unique to the tissue of origin (Gahwiler. 1988). Ocporypic 
cultuw ue explant tisuediswered fmm thehembrPinr, sopped to disxriafive culNm 
where the cells ue dispersed and allowed to resenle (Gahwilsrst d. 1991). nK alNm 
retain many, but not all. of the glial-ncumnal and neumnal-neumnal connstioru that may 
be nceessary for the cmrdination of a m p n v  to a variety of pcmrbations. However this 
in vim model is limited by the loss of affmnt sewnergie or nohnerg le  cantata, and 
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the absence of erwhypothalamic effectors such as matomedins and OH Ulat might have 
in vivo influencs~ on wrmatartatin/a-18 intemtianr. 
Neonaral hypothalamic slices were mltured by atechnique modified fmm Gahwiler. 
(1988). Four day old male rat pups w e t  deeapitarcd without anesthetic in a manmr 
nppmued by the Animal C m  Comminee, Memorial University of Newfoundland. h order 
todissect out the hypothalamus. two parasagittal cuts through the skull and skin beginning 
at the foramen magnum, extending mrtrally thmugh the lateral pan o f  the skull just nbave 
the ears. and converging between the eyer were made. The skull was then peeled back to 
expose the brain (Gahwiler. 1988). A spatula was used to separate the brain fmm the 
olfactory bu lb  and cranial nerves. The brain was then removed fmm the rkull and placed 
on its dorsal surface in a petri dish containing several drop of cold Gey's balanced ralt 
xllution (Gibco) supplemented with 5 mglml glucose. 
With the use of a dtrsecting micmwope. the hypothalamus was isolated fmm the 
brain using razor blade knives to make five successive m u .  (All blader were washed in 
acetone, r i n d  in tap water and 95% ethanol and then stored in 70% ethanol just before 
mlluring began). A transverse a t  was made approximately 2 mm msual to the optic 
chiasm. followed by a second oansvenc cut through the pcdunculnr mammillary nucleus 
(Shewoad andTimim. 1970) in order to d i m  away the cembellum. The block d thsuc 
waspl&m iu anteriors~rfae and am1 was madeqpmximBfC1y 5.2 mm from the venual 
surface of the brain, thmugh the thalamic nuclei. The ti~svc blmk was again p l d  on iu 
danal surface and two rq5tral a &  (lateral lo the optic udeu) removed the lateral cortex. 
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isolating a hypothalamic pottion of tissue approximately 4.8 mm long and 5.2 mm deep. 
The hyphalamun was partitioned into4CQpm slices using aSorvall tissuechopper. 
7he tissue was W e d  to a ststilized p l d c  disc o f  Aclar foil (Pmplastic) by placing it (an 
iU d o d  surface) into a 20 p l  dmp of chicken plasma (Cocalim), followed by the addition 
of20 p l  ofthmmbin (IWO NlH uniwml: E Merck) which was mixed with the plasma. The 
plasmdthmmbin m ixNh  clau within minutes and serves to stick rhe tissue to the plastic 
disc. After coagulation a dmp of glvcow enriched Gey'r solution was put on the 
hypothalamus in order to keep the tisue moist. The block war. then choppd into 4M) pm 
slices. 
The choppd hypothalamus was then off the helm foil with a spatula and pl~ced in 
a pevi dish containing rupplemcnted Gey'n solution. Under the dissecting microscope, the 
slicer wen illuminated by Vansmitted light and quickly separated and placed in individual 
dmpr ofGey's solution. The s l i m  were then s t d  at 4 -C for at lest  I hour or until all the 
brains for thb cultute &y had k e n  dissected into dices. This refrigeration period wem to 
benefit the survival o f  the cultures. possibly allowing for cut membms to close and 
pmteolytie enzymes to diffuse away fmm the tissue (Gahwilmet al.. 1991). 
Slices were attackd l o  glass covnrlips by embedding them in another 
plasmalthmmbin clot. Tk chicken plasma (20 pl) amund the individual slice was 
coagulated by the addition of 20 p1 of ~ p p l c m n t e d  Gey'r solutions containing 20 NIH 
unitdml thmmbin. The mirmm was then spread amund and under the slice and IcR to 
coagulate for at least 1 hour. After coagulation the cow l ips  werc placed inm plastic N k s  
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(Nunc) containing uarum containing culturn medium (SCM) mnsisting of 5W. Basal 
Medium Eagle's with Earlcs' Sdn  (Giko), 25% Edes'balaneed salt solution (Giko) and 
25% heat inactivated h m  m m  (Gibeo). supplemented with 6.5 mglml glucme (Gahwiler. 
1988). The tuba were lightly capped and then inxned into a mIIer h m  within a 37 'C dry 
incubator. The tubs wem mtated in the drum at a sped of 12 mvolutianslhour. 
ARer four days incultumtk S N  wasdeeantedand replaced w i t h m m f m  c u l ~ r e  
medium(SFM)cans~ingdDMEM/F-12 (Gikalsuppkmcnred with an inwlin. mshrrin. 
selenium mixture ( 5  pglml. 5  pglml, and 5 nglmi respeelivelyl; a mixture of 25 Ulml 
penicillin, 25 pglmi stqtornycin and 50 pglml ncomycin, I W  mM puuencinc. I p M  
triiadothpnine (T3 (Sigma). I pglml arachidantc =id and0.5 mglml doemahexanoie acid 
(Nu Chck P q )  (Wrayet al., 1991). 
Ncanalal brain tissue e very soft and sags when pwitioned on iUdarsd wrfacfaee. The 
anatomy is lhereforc different fmm whiu might be observed in sir" or in fixed tissue. A 
rtemtaxic allas of a fixed 10 day old rat brain (She fwd  and Timim. 1970) wm uuad lo 
estimate the relative d i f femca in morphology that would =cur in the cultures compared 
to fixed brain slices. In this system four rlices w m  usually ~ l t u m d  and h e  pmptic 
including the paraventricular nuclam andthc anlsrior @om of the periventrifular nucleus 
were likely to be loeated in one o f  thew four slices. 
2. SOMATDSTATIN 
2.- 
The romamsratin radioimmvnmsay was adspled from the p d u r r  developed by 
Penmanet al. (1979). In this sNdy. the somatostatin assay was downs~ud from the MX) PI 
final assay volume used by Penmen et al., to 300 pl in order to compensate for lower 
amounts of sample collected f m  the culNtura. This assay was conducted in 6 x 38 mm 
polysryrrne Nkr ,  compared to the rtandvd I2 r 75 mm size, and therefore antibody 
dilutions and vaar amounts had to be titrnted in o&r to flnd the new optimal amounts for 
Ihc smaller Nbcr. A tiuation'chskcrbaard' was perfomd tosraminc Ihc effects of vdour 
dilutions of the primary antibody, the secondary antibody. and the t m r  amount on the 
standard curve of the RIA. At a mnrtant secondary antibody dilution of 1: 16. the m r  
coneenvat~an was lesled ar IMO CPM. 3W0 CPM and MXX) CPM with primary antibody 
dilutionsof 1:25WO, I:30WOmd i:35WO. The ability of the secondary antibody to btnd 
to different conesntrntionr of primary antibody at a standard vacer dilution of 3WO CPM. 
was also tested. The standardcurves weere constructed with the standard concenmionr of 
2.8, and 63 pghuk in order to determine the effect of changes in antibody dilutions on the 
linear m a  of rhe curve. The tierated primary and secondary antibody dilutions were I:M 
WO. 1:35 WO. and I:4S WO and 1:16. 124. 1:32. mpectively. 
Serial dilvtiann of experimental incuWon rampla were m m p d  to a standard 
curve cons& fmm -thetic SS peptide in nder m assess h c  parallism beowtn the SS 
secmed fmm h e  cu la r r~  and the c a m r c i a l  cylic pptide. The deteeion limit, percent 
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recovery of unlabelled erogenous pptide, average "on-specific binding and average 
maximal binding of the RIA were also calculated (n=8). 
Primary antibady npcificity was asvsscdertensively by Penman ct al. (1979) who 
have used the same primary antibady as the one used in this RIA. Penman et al. (1979) 
determined that the p n m q  antibody showed no cmss-rwetion with any of the fallowing 
hypothalamic, pimitary or gastmintsttnal pptides and pmteim: thyroid stimulating factor, 
human growth hormone, BlipoUophte hornme, y-lipmphic hormone, follicle stimulating 
homne, 8-melanocyte stimulating homne. met-enkcphalln, orfloein. thymtmphin- 
releasing hormone, porcine insulin. glueagan =cretin. substance P, gastrin-17, 
cholecyrtokinin. vasointestinal polypeptide. hamherin, gastric inhibitory polypeptide and 
motilin. The antibody was therefore eonsidered rpci f ic  to somatostatin. 
2Lhu 
Different conccnuntians of U - I0  wm incubated with the hypothalamic culturesfor 
? hr. 12 hr and 24 hr in order la examine the effect of incubation time on ramamtatin 
release. The amouns of m s t a t i n  released into the  pata ant wen m ~ ~ ~ u r e d  by a four 
day sequential RIA adapted fmm Penman et al. (1979). Al l  standards, antibadis and 
radidveprp( id* i  wcrediluted in arnaybuffnmnrainlngO.05 M Jadiumphasphatebuffer, 
pH  7.4 and 0.4% human serum albumin (wtlvoi). The mbes used in the assay were plastic 
polyrtyrcnc ~ b e s  with the didimmsim 6 mm r 38 mm (Bcllca Class Inc). Standard curves 
w e n  mnsvuctcd using eight seiial dilutions of cyclic lomatatatin (Bachem California) 
between 125 - 0.977 pgltubc. The standards w m  measured in triplicate and each lube 
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cantlined 25 p l  of standard. Fwr (4) Non Specifle Binding (NSB) Nber initially meived 
75 p i  of releasing medium (RM). 25 pl  RM was added N four Refenwe (REF) or 6,. 
mbes Ulatmeasu~ the maximal binding of tbc vacer m the primary antibody. 25 p l  samplcs 
from ~ l c a s c  xprimcnU containing an unknown content of somarastattn were measumd 
in duplicates. Al l  Nbes, except the four Total Count (TC) Nbes (which contained tracer 
only). mccived an additional 75 p l  of RM. 50 p l  of rabbit romatratatln antisemm (RIO: 
kindly donated by Dr. A. Gmsrman) was added to each Nbe (ercept TC and NSB) at an 
initial dilution of I:30 0M) and incubated for 24 hr at 4 'C. 50 p l  of tracer containing 3(100 
CPM of l'JI-"Tyr-som~~asrutin (Amerrham) was added to all lubes and incubated for 24 hr 
at 4 'C. Separation of bound fmm free 'UI-"Tyr-somatastarin was carried out by double 
andbody pmipitat!on. Sheep anti-rabit immunoglobulin (i:16: Harlan Biapmdvels for 
Setence. 50 pl) and normal rabbit semm(l:200, DAKO, 50 pl) wrc incubated with all rubes 
c x q ~ T C  for 24 hr ar 4'C. The ~ b e r  (crept TC) were wansferred into centrifuge buckets 
adaped for the smaller ~ b e r  and rrnlrifuged a 2% for I hr. The supernatant containing 
frcc ndioaniviry was then aspirated and discarded. The TC tuber were combined witb the 
m o f  the N ~ U  and the pellet (bound ndimtivity) was munted in a gamma counter. This 
p d u r e  is acompelitive binding m y  wing 'nI-"Tp-~mataflf in. The more labelled SS 
tracer counted in the pellet, the l u s  SS was present in  the RM. 
Due to the variation in somatostatin release among different culturn, data was 
'normalize8 by expnssingthecrpcrimcntal valuu as apemIagc of basal levels measud 
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fmm the -slice ~ulturs. The ' m a l i r d d a t a  was subjected tothe Wiik-ShapimRddt 
Plot pmccdure l o  examine whelhehsr the dataconfarmed to a normal distribution. l k  time 
eourw data was not distributed normally. thenfon the nonparamevic Wilmxon P a i d  
Signed Rank Test was used to detect significant differences between b a d  valuer and 
experimental gmup percentages. Data w m  e x w e d  ar meant SE and significance was 
set at p < 0.05. 
The Kruskal-Wallis one way analpis of variance by ranks was used for mulliple 
mmpmisans of the Lrrc U - I0  d m  effects on slice om. slice two, slice thme orsltee fwr. 
separately. Ths nonparamnvic analysis of vananee was alro used lo examine the 
d i f f e rem in the indom-in-U-IB experiments. Significantly different means, detected 
by a comp&on of mcan m k s  in  lhe analysis of variance p d u r e .  w-e 
Wileoxon Signed Rank T a t  in order to examine pairwise comparirons. Data were 
siprerwd ur mean t SE and significance was set al p c 0.05. 
-- 
Nine tlwlc neonatal m ( 4  days old) wen used for each time poinr Three a s  per 
litter fmm hrre different liners (3 rats x 3 litters = 9 ntr )  were grouped into a single time 
point. Four dices fmmeaeh brain were eulmred and used in the somatortatin lime course. 
Hypomalamic slice eulmrcs were washed for 50 mi" in 750 (11 of releasing medium 
~ 0 n ~ i ~ t i n g  dEarle'r bal-d u l t  solution (Gibfa) mntaining (mht): CaO, 2%0, 1.8: KCI. 
5.3: NaCI. 117.0: MgSO,. 0.8; NaH&'O,H. 1.0: Uglucose. 5.6: phenol red 0.03, which 
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was funhcr supplemmted with 0.1% bovine semm albumin (Sigma). IM KKJ Apmtinin 
(Bayer). 10 mM HEPES (Flrhrr Scientific). 0.17 mM awnbic acid (Sigma) also an exma 5.6 
mM D g l u m r  (Flrhez Scientific). The culNm wen s i p c d  m 2 hr of releasing medium 
and the supernatant was collected. Basal levels of SS wen assayed. The slices were then 
incubated with releasing medium in the presence of I x IOPM. I x 10-'OM or I x lo-" M 
recombinant human interleukin-l (R&DSystem) 2 hr. I 2  hr or 24 hr. 
After basal samples were caliected. IL-ID containing medium was added to the 
cultures. 2 hr before the end of the 12 and 24 hr time points, f m h  U - I 0  medium was 
applied. By restricting the time period of assayed material to 2 hrs. the effects of time on 
w i d e  release that m indepndcnt of L 10 an conserved and equal in all three time p i n e  
(Fig. I). U - I 8  coneenultions are expressed in molar values (MI or as units of activity per 
ml (Ulml). The activity of U - I 8  is time-dependent an normal immunological reactions 
(Viicek and Let. 1992). therefore the 2 hr pulse of new L I B  at the end of the longer time 
points maintained U - I 0  activity levels similar to that experienced in W he hhr ttme point. 
Six male neonatal rrts (4 days old) wm luedas contmls for e s h  time point. Three 
rats were rakcn fmm each of two liners. Four r l ica hom eaeh brain were mltund and used 
ascontrols slices for the 2hr. 12 hr and 24 hr time points. Contml slices were incubaced in 
parallel m slicaerpasedm U-ID. Tl~se'rham'mlNres were added m the smdy muamine 
i f  exprimental manipulations would affect baral xrmataratin nlease. Determining U~ar the 
observed effcee on SS -tion were due to L I B  and nat a m u l t  of tisue lost during 
medium changes and othcrnonspeific mip la t i ons  o f  the culNm, was a cmcial control. 
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2 hr Incubation 12 hr Incubation 24 hr Incubation 
EIsl m e p a d  d i . m  of thc 6mc COUN dcrb. lk illwmrcr lbu 
mlr l iar - imw i i p M l l c I v i e d i c a ~ ~ p s d m e l .  I h c  rh.drdq- 
-a lk mdim lbu w inmbatcd Wih thc dllncr d murllrrd by 
~ y f c r ~ .  Whiabloe*rqemtthcmdiaadiUul~~tirrubed 
Wie ec CUI-. di& ~ b c e d  ~ i ~ h  k h  mdi-
4. I M I O ~ C I N  ANTAGONISM OF L10 E m  ON So~*msT~m 
Releaw erperimnndesignedtaexamine thc effect of thc pmmglandin biosymthcsis 
inhibitor, indomethaein (Sigma), on IL-I8 induced somatostatin release were adapted fmm 
the time mume pmtwol. Two pups  of wven male rats (4 days old) were used to cramim 
the indomethacinlintede~kin-l mteraction. Siblings were selccvd fmm various litters in  
p u p s  of th- and fours. In the U- I8  uperimcnts, eulNres were derived fmm four slices 
taken fmm weh bnin (slice I, slim 2, slice 3 and s l i a  4). ln the indomuhaein crp"'ments, 
only cultures derived fmm slice I and rltce 4 wen included kcnure L I B  did not 
significantly alter sommnatin secretion fmm slice 2 or slim 3. (Further description 
pmvided in the Results chapter. seetion 3 entitled: somatostatin release experiments.) One 
gmup of cultures was incubated with releasing medium for 2 hr (basal release). then S M  
containing 10 pglml indomlhacin for 10 hr, follawcd by anMher 2 hr incubation in releasing 
medium containing IGpglml of indomethacin (12 hr t d  incubation). In this gmvp of 
cultures we examined the effects of indomthacin on basal release. The second gmup of 
rliecs was e x p o d  to a basal incubation followed by an incubation with I x IP M U-18 
plus 10 pg/ml indomnhaein, in order to determine whether indomethacin, by blwking 
pmstaglandin synthesis, would affect the ability of L I B  to affen SS remetion. The 12 hr 
time paint was the intermediate incuba!ion time and I x I@' M IL-I8 pmved lo he the 
optimal dose. 
5. R I S ~ U X ~ Y  
The pcmxidase-antipmxidsu (PAP) immunocytoehemisfly (Smbcrgcr. 1986) was 
used in this rmdy in order to identify peptide storage in hypathalmie nwmnr in eulrure. 
The cultures wcn  adhered to eoverrlipn by creating a chiekn piasmaclot over and amund 
the tissue. ' h e  plarmaelat which iservntial for he p w h o f  thceultumereated pmblems 
with immunocytochemical p d u r e r .  Long wash priodr were required to remove he 
fixative and wash away the secondary antibody which was observed in this study to react 
nonrpeeiflcaliy with the plasma clot. The plasma clot is not as nmng as 0th" adhesive 
marixer like whish are mmmonly used in immunocytcchemirt!y. The cuitum 
often washed off the tiwue. therefore the compmmiw wash pr iod of 4 x 10 mm was 
selected. Due to the large Ims of eulturr t issu~ during the promdore. the distribution of SS 
was e r m i m d  in padhenbedded neonatal brain slices. This would allow us to observe 
the l d i za t i on  of SS in the tissue fmm which Ihe cultures were harvested. The DAKO SS 
antibody was quantifiedon adult rat pancreatic tissue therefore adult ra pancreas was used 
positive eonmls for the immunaeytoehemistry. 
Twelve male neonaral rat9 (four days old) wue divided into two p u p s .  One gmup 
of six rat brains we= culturrd and hen ruined for matastatin after one day in vim. The 
other set of six ret brains were eultmd and stained after the seventh day in v i m .  As in the 
somamstatin lime course &sip, p u g  o f  three mu were lilrer mares and four slices p r  
brain wen eulmred. 
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TheculNre mediumof I day old and 7 day oldculNns wen decanted and replaced 
with Bouin's Fixative (v!v:IO% formalin, 5% glacial acetic acid and 75% sa~n t t ed  picric 
acid) for24 hrat4'C. The culrurer were rinsed twice with 0.01 M scdiam phmphate buMr 
eonmning 0.9% NaCI, pH 7.4 (PBS) for 10 min. I hr and then the culNra wcm left in PBS 
overnight at 4 C. Following a 4 x 10 minute wash. the slicer wen incubated with 0.06% 
hydmgen peroxide in PBS far 15 minules in order to b l ak  endogenous proridase. After 
another wash, the cultures wen incubated with PBS (pH 7.4) containing I% Triton X-IW 
for 20 mi". Following another ret of washer. the eultuns wen transferred from the eulNm 
tubes to individual p n i  dishes and incubad with IOW normal rwine semm (DAKO X901) 
in 0.01 M PBS for 30 min. The primary, vmndary and PAP antibodies w m  all diluted in 
PBS containing 1% n o d  rwine rerum. The blmking v m m  was removed and 
somatostatin antisera (DAKO M66. I: IW). normal rabbit StNm (DAKO X902. I:3W) or 
glial tibrillary acidic protein antibody (DAKO 2334. I:IWO) we= incubated with the 
c u l ~ r c s  far48 hr ar4'C. Follawinga4 x I0 min wash. the cultures wen incubated with 
the secondary antibody. rwine anti-rabbit immunoglobulin (DAKO 21%. I:8W) for 30 min 
at mom temperstuR washed and then incubad with rabbit PAP (DAKO ZI 13. I:IW) for 
another 30 min at mom IempemNR. The PAP antibody was removed by 4 x I0 min washer 
with PBS and then 3.3'diamlnabenzidine (DAB. 0.4 mglml. Sigma) in 0.05 M tris d i n e  
(pH 7.6) was rrnned with the pmridase. The DAB-pmxldase naction was stopped by 
washing4 x I0 min with divilled water. aRer a spcific bmwn c- 
in the t h u c  ar until nonspcitic sraining ap@ in the s m m  conuol. The eulmns w m  
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dehydrated by 5 min incubations in 40%. 701.95% and t h m  10046 ethanol successively. 
followed by a 5 mi" xyiene wash. CulNres were then mounted under their mvcmlips in 
Permount. 
To -firm slorage of romatmtatin in hypothalamic ncumns. st ions fmm neonatal 
rat brains and adult rat pancreas were stained with an SS antiwrum (DAKO). P d t n  
embedded. miootome cut Wnionr ( I0 pm) fmm four thra day old male rats and five adult 
male rats (3W g - 350 g) wsm rtained for SS. 
5.2.1 Reoaration of Tissue 
Four neonatal ran (four days old) wen transcardidly perfused with ice cold 
heparanized d i n e  (2.5 Unirr/ml), fallowcd by i-old 10% buffned formalin ( l W  ml of 
40% formaldehyde. 3.5 g NaHIPO,. 6.5 g NaHPO, 900 ml water). The heads were 
removed and posttixed in the same p-rvutivc at 4' C for an additional 24 hours. The 
olfactoly bulbs and the cerebellum were dissected away and the tissue was stored in 10% 
buffered formalin until embalded. The tissue was embedded in paraff~n in an automattc 
appanms Clissuc-Tek MP) andcut inlo 10 pm wnionr rn a micmtome. Every wetion w 
kept. The slices were baked in an oven at M)'C for i haor, allowed to mol and then stained 
for SS. 
To obtain the panereas lirsve for rhe ICC pitivecanuol. five male adult rats were 
sacrificed using an overdose of 65 mdml sodivm pentobarbitol (MTC Pharmaceuticals). 
The adult m w a ~  pmucd with Ihc - pmocol as the monatal m. The panenss was 
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removed and sstianed into smaller pieces. The fixation. embedding and tissue cutting 
prwcdurer were identical to lhme used for the neonatal rars except every tenth panemtic 
rstion was kept Lihc he hsnconate tissue. the penmeas wetions we= also baked in an oven 
at W C for I hour. allowed to m i  and then stained for SS. 
5.2.2 ltnmunwvtmhemtsw 
The PAP method was also uud ro identify SSsontainingcelir in m ~ n + m b e d d c d  
hyparhalamie brain slicer. The primary antibody was a commercial antiserum (DAKO 
A5661 Rired in rabbit. The staining capacity of A566 was listed as labelling D cells of the 
endocrine mammalian pancreas and eelis of the parvneelluiar region of the hypothvlamur 
(DAKO speenficnion rhea). The SS antibody was first tested on adult pan- tissue with 
a 48 hwr incubation period and a diiutlon of I:8M. Once positive staining wos achieved in 
thc pancreas. neonatal rat brain tissue was stained with the same antibody for 72 houn at a 
I:4W dilution. 
5.2.2.1. Adult Rat Pancreas Tirsuc 
The foliowing pmmeol lwalind SS in the pan- with no staining in the nemive 
reagentmntml renianr. The slides were rehydrated through avrics of thRe rylene washes. 
fallowed by wrial dilutions of ethanol (100%. 95%. 80%. 70% and 40%). The slides were 
then incubated for 5 min in distilled water followed by 0.6% hydmgcn pemxidaw in 0.01 M 
rodiumphasphate buffer, pH 7.4 m S )  for 15 min in order to bioekendogenous pcmxidase. 
After another 3 washa in 0.01M PBS. lhe mimm wereexpod to 0.0 M PBS containing 
4% uiton X-100 (Sigma) for 15 min in orderto render the timu mhpmneablc. The slices 
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were washed and Ihm incubated in 0.05% pmtcaw (Sigma) diluted in 0.01 M PBS, for I5 
min. After the warhwep Ur slider were incuband for30 min with 10% normal swine wmm 
in &to block nmrpcific binding r im.  Slides wne incuband for 48 hours at 4 T  with 
anti-SS (1:800) or normal rabbit r m m  (I: 1200, DAKO) which awed as a negative m n m l  
(All primaryantikdis were diluted in PBS mnlaining0.03W vitanX-100). After3 r 5 mi" 
washes in 0.01M PBS the r l las were incubaed at mom lcmperarure for I hr with rhe 
x c o n d q  anubady (swine anti-rabbit. DAKO. I:MO), washed and incubated with rabbit 
PAP (1:100, DAKO) for I hr at mom temperamre. Following anMher wash stcp, the 
p x i d a s e  was reacted with 35dtammobenridine (DAB: 0.4 mglml. Sigma) in0.05 M Tns 
saline (pH 7.6) wiIh 1% nickel chloride and monitored until lhere was specific staining 
abnewed or before nonrpcific staining appemd in the v m m  sonrml. The addition of the 
mtal chloride to the DAB solution mulled in a blue mlound slain. The DAB reaction was 
stopped by washing 3 x 5 min with distilled water. nK tissue was dehydrated by 2 mm 
lncubarions in4096.7096. 60%. 95%. 100% and 100% ethanol sueeessively, followed by a 
2 mi" rylene wash. Covenlips were Gdded using Permount. 
5.2.2.2. Neonatal R n  Brain Tissue 
The neonatal tissue pmloeol was modified fmm Ihc pmecdure wed to stain for SS 
in the adult rat brain xnionr. The mnalal  rat SS peptide content is known to be less than 
adult nu levels (Khorram and McCann. 1984: Nobau ct d.. 1985: Gabriel et al.. 1989) and 
a~ a mnwqucnce four changes w m  made in order to impmve specific staining. I )  The 
slides were pretreated (dterrrhyimion) with0.0646 pmtcase in0.05 M ois salioe (pH 7.3 
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for 10 mi". followed by a 5 mi" incubation with i e~ea ld  tris saline (pH 7.5) to stop t k  
pmrcare adion: pmtease prefMrmCnt has ban &own to increase antibody pnewtion tnm 
&!n embedded tissue and augment staining batter than triton X-IW (Finley n d.. 1982). 
4% triton X-IM) prematment was nM wed an neonatal tissue. 2) The primary antibodies 
werediluted inO.O1 M PBS mntaining0.03% triton X-IW and 1% nmd swine serum in 
nder mdecrrase non ~pc i f i c  binding. 3) The dilutions forantiSS. normal rabbit xrum and 
swine anti-rabbit xrum wcre decmaped ta 1:m. I:WI and I:2W. rerpcctively, in order to 
enhance the exposure of the primary antibody to Ule antigen and herefore inlmrify staining. 
4) The primary incubation times wcre increased fmm 48 hr to 72 hr. 
rn RESULTS 
I. SLICE XPLANT- 
Immunaeyroehemical staining of the cu lNm was attempted in order to examine 
romatostatinsontaining neumnr. k t m c p s  were also stained for identifieation and 
differenridan fmm neumnr. Analysis of staining in the one day old cnlmres was impaxed 
by the thickness of lhe tissue and a nonrpeeific reaction of h e  secondary antibody with the 
chicken plasmaclot used to embed the c~ltureo. In the older cultures. slices tha* were used 
as immvnoeyloehemical controls were okn 1st  in  the wash ncp. thcrefm my statements 
regarding 'staining' in Ihc eulNm arcatimarcs ratherthan dirretcompairons. The picares 
of the 'stain& culmres were included in the thesis in order to examine the morphological 
changes in the eulmres over time. 
At the 6 m  day in virm (DNl) .  the cul~res relaincd fhe shape and relarive thickness 
(4tM ~ m )  o f  the original slice. There appemd lo be a number of cells stained for 
samatortntin rltvaled amund Ihe third ventricle (Wg. 2Al. By DN7, the cultures had 
flattened into a thin l a p  of cells and spreadmu into the plasmaclot, to m p y  a largeram& 
At D m ,  what appeared to be e p n d p a l  cells derived fmm lhe lhird ventricle. had 
aggregated o form a centralized zone of cells (Fig. 28). On either ride o f  the ependpal 
cells, a layer of dirperwd cell% had spread out lo oecupy the space between the plasma clot 
and the thicker portions of tissue (Fig. 28). The D M  culNrer also contained n migrato'y 
zom of cellr that appeared to have moved fmm the initial NINR into the plasma clot (Fig. 
2B). At a higher m@earion (IOX) thedi-dells apparrdto be nsvmnr staifaimd for 
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samacortain (Fig. 3A) and a different culture stained with the astmeytc mukr,  glid 
fibrillay acidic protein. (Rg. 38) showed that the migratory zone may have contained 
asuoeyles. 


2, S o m A m s r ~ m  F a o t o l m m o ~ s s h ~  
The variation of the primary antibody dilution and the tracer amount yielded an 
optimalsrandardcuwe at an antibody oanecnwrion of I:%, W o a n d ~ v ~ c e r m u n t  of 3 0  
CPM (initial dilutions). when the secondary antibody dilution was held mnstant at 1: 16 (Fig. 
4). The most favorable primary-secondary antibody intenetion was achieved at 
concenuationr of 1:30Wo and 1:16. respeetivcly (Fig. 5). 
The radicimmun-y of the serial dildonsafeulturr-incubated releasing d i u m .  
showed relative ~ l e l i s r n  to the cyclic peptide standard dilutions us4 in tk standardcurve 
(Fig. 6). 
The detection limit or sensitivity of the radioimmunoassay. defined as the pmision 
of the lem rendad by Ekinrand Newman (1970). was 2 tO.2  @lube (SEMI. The man 
movery ofcrogcnws xrmamrtatin was91.9 + 12.1 %. The average amount of nonspcifle 
binding was 5 t O.W3 % of total counu. The maximal binding of tracer to the primary 
antibody in the absence of unlabelled pptidc was between I5 - 25 %of total counts. The 
somatostatin antibody is &errforc able to functionally measure up to 25% of the iodinated 
somamstatin that it cncovnlcrr in the samples and other smdard radioimmunoas~ay rubes. 
Dilution Titration of the Primary Antibody and the Tracer 
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3. SOMAMUTA~N RELE*S~ Em- 
Although three different concentrations of IL-iB were uwd, thcre was no dose 
response observed in this hypathalamic slice ~ l N m  ryrrem. Only the wlmres derived hom 
the mDEt mrval slica and incubated with the I r 1Cr91L-ID and i x 10" L I B  for 12 hrr 
(135.24 t 29.66 W and45 .m 11.99 %. respectively] Were ~ignifi~antly different (p c0.M) 
in the Kruskal-Wallis one way analysis of variance followed by the Wilcoxan Signed Rank 
test paIPXiw empariron ~mtirtical p d u r e .  m i s  difference only occumd when one set 
of culturn showed a nonsignificant increase above the amounts of basal SS secretions. 
There was no difference observed in the amount of SS r e l e d  fmm the eulmrer. 
hetween two rueccrsive basal collections (Fig. 7A). The 2-hr incubation I r 104 M IL-I8 
decreased the amount of SS secreted into the mcdium to 49.18 t 8.12 % o f  basal bvclr 
(meant SEI in the founh, most caudal slice only (Fig. 781. None of the s l i m  incuLmkd 
with I x IW1'M IL-ISexhibireda rignifieant alteration horn basal wcrruan levels (Fig. 7C). 
When expowd to I x ICr" M IL-18 for 2 hour. only the mon mnrally-derived culNms 
exhibited a rtgnlfieant decrease in r e l e d  SS lo 58.67 t 7.73 90 (meant SEI of basal 
concenmtionr (Fig. 7D). 
SS leveb mnained unchanged among the I2 hrmnools Wg. 8A). The SS amounts 
wm significantly decreased to 68.37 t 10.68 %and 50.10 t4.72 % of basal levels (mean 
t SE) when a l ~ r e s  were incubated for 12 hr with I x I@ M IL-lB (Fig. 8B) and 1 x 10" 
66 
M L-18 (Fig. 8C), rrrpectively. The 12 hr incubation with I x lo-" M L-IB i n d u d  a 
ripif imt inhibition in SS Eewtion to45.18 t 11.99 96 of basal mncenwtion (mean t SE) 
in lhe first dice only (Fig. 8D). 
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There was no difference in SS relcaw between m n m l  culhlnn incubated with 
medium alone fw24 hr(Fig. 9A). SS eksw was naaITecvd by 24 hr incubafionswith any 
of the U-18 eoncenuations mted (Fig, 9B, 9C and9D). 
The 12 hr incubation with 10 pglml indomethacin affected the b a d  release of SS 
fmm slice I. the mast rasuallyderived rlice. as there was a significant deerem to 47.43 t 
15.5 1 90 (meant SE) of basal measurements (Fig. IOA) in the* culture slices. Fig. 108 
demonstwed that I x 10' M U- I8  combined with 10 pglml indomethacin did not 
significantly affect the amount of SS secreted fmm slice I or slice 4. One way analysis 
w e a l d  that there was no s~gni f imt  difference in the amount atSS releawd in rerpMlse lo 
indomhacin a l w  and indomehacia pills L I O .  When analysis of variance and parwise 
comparisons were made torhc 12 hr l x IU'M U - I 8  data fmm the time COY=, thcre were 
no significant differences between U- I8  alone, indomeUlacin alone and U- iB plus 
indomnhacin incubations with one exception. The exception mcumd when there was a 
tend that the U- I0  incubation was higher than basal levels in  slice I (135.24 t 29.66 C of 
basal semuanr, mean t SE) and the indomethacin imbation was significantly lower t h  
basal valuer (47.43 t 1551 %of  b d  rennions . mean t SE). 

12 hr lndomethacin and IL-1 Incubation 
c 10 uglml lndomethacin 1 x lo1 M IL-1 + 10 uglml lndomethacln 
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1r, r u  ~h:d,rn 01 12 hr mruhotlon, wnclt l n l s r ~ r t h r r n  aLm. md 11. ~"oa~htnlcd worh ~o~doar thx~n .  on the anxaunt uf wmatorfoton wcr r td  
I'ron8 hyp,lltulun~e r lnv culture,. lllr wleur cxpannrolr wre nmddf i r l a f l r . r l ddd l#wc~ wcsmvn h 4  dayr in v t w .  In A) Ihc 
12 hr iwuhd~loln sntln ~ h h p r ~ ~ ~ a g I ~ w J ~ n  t1hhhot11,1donwIh-*~1 (n = 7 rills ) wur al3lc lo lnhlhl lhanlwrlll ulrnnulml81ii X I c d  lrom 
I ~ C  !imt s k c  ,nly ~n n )  mdt>mnhann p l u  I x IO'M I l b l d c l ~ l  owl Pn,hcnnuun?*c>t w u r w a ! u r ~ e u r i d  Immeul#um dcr i rd  fmn 
mthu ~ h c  first 04 ~hr  uurnh rlarrr (n s 1 r~ns). one wry mdy,or o l  nnume ~ h w d  thrx #he mhnhl~vn ofwmatonstin rrerr~ian hy 
~naonml~rreon wr. ,mtuuru~~y ~nlranpbbhrhk rnmn II. Iol~ihlllca t8rrhc p e ~ r x k  hy m ~ ~ n c ~ h a r i n p l v r  11-10 statistloal dobrcnccr am 
rbnmh rnnrnl,. ..pc 0.05. ". p < 0.02. .-. p c 0 0 1  (Wnboxon Palac1 Sipnd Rank 'Ten). 
4. SOMAMSTA~N lhthnm- 
The location of SS peptide storage in the hypthalamvs was verified by the 
immunoeyrochemical staining of Shontaining neumnal fibres in nmnaral tissue. Formalin- 
fixation and paraffin embedding pmvidcd gwd preservation of the tisue and SS antigen 
sites in neonatal brains and adult pancm. A timion of primary antibody concenmions 
revealed that the I:KU and l:4W dilutiom pmduad the best raining in the adult pancrease 
and neonatal rat brain. rrpcctivcly. A dark blue stain attributable to the Nickel chloride 
addition in theDAB renion, identified SS immunorractivity. Control slices were incubated 
with normal rabbit arum m order to determine *elher a reaction caused by the nonspcife 
binding of the secondary antibody to the tissue has aecumd. Reincubation of the SS 
antibcdy with the SS pepride as a mnml measure was not attempted due to time and 
economic restraints. Staining was considered specific to SScontaining cells d no 
cornspanding color a p p e d  in the rngent control. SS immunoreactive staining was 
achieved in thir study. coinciding to mulls described by Bennett-Clarke el al. (1980). 
without administering the axonal mmpon bloeker colchicine to any of the animals. 
lmmunocytochemisrry was conducted on pancreas slices first. because the SS 
antibody (DAKO) was eharaeterized in thir lirsuc by the manufacturer and thc panc- 
mu14 thus serve as  a positive mntrol. me slices wcre incubated with the SS antibody or 
the serum control for 48 hr at 4 ' C. Dark blue calmed SSir cells wcre dirvibutcd amund 
the outer edges of the iillerp d Langchans which comprise the hccnhrine pancreas (Fig. 
I IB). There was no cornspanding staining o b s d  in the ncgalive control (Rg. I IA). 
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Pancreas tissue was included as the positive contml in each mn of brain t i s w  rested. 
Stlining in brain time war judgedrpeeific only if them war staining in Ihe panmar paaiuvc 
eanVol and no ruining in the normal rabbit rcmm reagent control. 

To achievc staining in the ncond brain. the primary antibody concentration war 
i n c d  fmm I:800 to I:4W and the incubation time was extended to 72 hr 14' C. The 
proteaw preueatmcnt changer derailed in Ihe h o d s  section w m  enough to pmluee 
eonristent SS staining of the ME in neonatal rats. In this sNdy staining wiu limited to the 
nmatal  ME ar no SSir war detected in cell bodies (possibly due to the insensitivity of the 
SS yltibcdy. The varieoritter of SSsonIaining fibres stained intensely in lhe external zone 
of the ME (Fig. IZB). No companding staining was observed in the negative contml (Fig. 
IZA). 

N DISCUSSION 
I. SLICE EXPLANTCULTURE3 
Sliceexplans of tissue deriwd fmm the hypxhalami of 3-day-old rats. wns gmwn 
in N IN~ The age afthe donorm sppean to be important as Gahwiler and Knoppel(1990) 
have reported that the survtval of nevmns was usually superior with tinsus derived fmm 
young pastnatal weven fetal animals but the q u k m m t  forarganatypietirsue CiganizaIion 
would favour the use of older animals. S l i m  &en fmm 3day-old rats pmvided a gwd 
eompmmk for the prrparatlon of hypothalamic a lures as most of the cytoarehileeure is 
already present, yet the cells arc still capable of some differentiation. maturation and 
migration which may help the ncumns survive (Gahwiler, 1988). Rxwn ct al. (1995) and 
Honeggeret al. (1991) derived their acute sliceexplant system fmm juvenile and adult male 
rat brain tissues, respectively. Hypothalami were disseced oul. halved and incubated in 
palyethylenc vials conraining medium. in an atmMpherc of 95% O?. The incubadon tubes 
were kept in  a shaking water bath at 37' C. The neumns and other cells in  these 
hypothalamic fragments taken fmm older animals arr pmbably near the end stages of 
diffmntiatian and mi&m (Gahwilnand Knopel. 1990). The hagmeno would therefore 
have Imt mwt of the survival ability that was pmnt t  in  the cells derived fmm the younger 
t i w e n d  in this study. Thedi-tioar inherent tothe hypothalamic fragment methad u d  
by R i v n  and Wonemcause acomplctc lms of affennt innervation u, the hypothalamus. 
AlUlaugh factors that may be released by remote afferent fibres are also abmt in our slice 
culture sywcm (due to similar slicing pmcedum). the m m n s  arc embedded in a 
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m?cmenvimnmenr Lfd, as far as cell ryper are concerned. seem closely to resemble the 
n a N d  one (Oahwileret al.. 1991). In mntrast, the hypothalamic fragments are suspended 
in medium. Ihercfm n m i s  would begin at the tisue edges in mnwct with an "unfamiliar 
" envmnmenr. Coupled with lhe problem of oxygen pnevatisn to the fragment's inner 
laycrs, the brain tissue uwd in the acute explant methods is prognrsively dying from the 
moment of disscaion. Petsen er al. and Honeggcr et al. were therefore unable to examine 
incubadon ttmes longer than a couple of h w n  (2.5 and 2 hourr. respectively). Our s l i a  
cultures, in mmparison, continued to survive and metabolize the eulNre medium well 
beyond seven days. Our hyparhnlamic culture system is therefore not limited to 2 hour 
incubation rimes, and can be used to study h e  effeeu of various test rubstanecs during a 
longer time frame. 
The dissociated~l tu~ system used by Scarbornugh cr al. (1989) muld also sustain 
longer incubation timer than acute explant systems. The primary monolayer cultumr were 
p r e p 4  by mshanoenzymatic d imtat ion of fetal day I7 rat diencephalon (Scarbornugh 
et al., 1989). Scarbomugh's method could sustain incubations fmm 2 to 5 days, but they 
could observe noeffmbenueen0 and48 houn. The dismiarion involved in Ihis fefhnique 
would intempt the synaptic ~onwcu. axonal and dendritic pasirion, and the relative 
anangement of the neurons in relation to one another. The fetal age of the donor animals 
allows for the rec~tlblished of thaemnracrr, possibly overthe48 ham where no e m  was 
observed. The slice culture system lued in air study is ~ i t a b l c  to examine incubation 
periods between the 2 and 24 hours thnt the acute cxplant and dissmiative NINR models 
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cannot observe. Adfining feature of slice cultures prepared with the mller-tube technique 
is thatthey flatten during the l i s t  week in v i m  to f m  a thin layeraf alh. yet they retain 
much of the organization one observes in  the same tissue in vivo at the cellular level. 
Anatomically. this organization is exprsued in the cytoarchiteeture of cell populations, the 
morphology of single cells. the patterns of connections formed and the transmitter 
ph~notypcr (Gahwiler et al.. 1991). Gahwilm also noted that physiologically. the 
arganatypic organization h manifsted in the ncum's repntoin of voltsgcdrpendent ionic 
conductances, neumuanrminer rrcepcarr. and second-messenger systems. 
The thinning of the culturns may be the result of several mechanirrns including the 
death of lnjuredcells at the cut surfaces of the slice. spreadingdue to the mechanical mrauon 
of the Nbes in the mller dnrmandthe gradual migration ofcells. The cultures ue gmwn in 
25% ruum-containing mdium (SCM) forthme days, then switched to snrm free medium 
(SFM). Tominangaa al. (1994) and Wray a al. (1993) "red h same t shn iqu  in order to 
examine the suprachiasmatic nuelcur and observed that culturing in SCM pramoted the 
uniform spreading and thinning of the cultures and impmvcd cell survival. Torninangaet 
al. (1994) pmvided adnaileddeseription of glial cells in the migratory zone of the cultures 
which agreed with the o b a t i o n  made in this study that astmcytes may migrate into the 
chicken plasma clot and p - n t  the majority of cells in the migratory zone. Clarke and 
Gillics (1988) and Davidaon andGillia (1993) using d i s d v c  fad modEls. showed that 
eultura p w n  entirely in SCM exhibit less KC1-indwed somatostatin rsl- than culturn 
gmwn in SFM. Davidsan andGillia (1993) speculated that this effect muld be due m the 
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influence of factors in the rcrum erertcd dirrclly an the neurons and that it is imprtant to 
m m b e r  that although m m  promotes the gmwth and survival of many cells in virm. i t is 
an undefined and unphysiological caktail containing many biologically actwe substances 
which would not normally come into contact with brain cells. Davidson and Gillies also 
noted that the ruppreaion of neumnal SS release inSCM could be due to an influence of the 
glial e l l s  on neumnal ruponser, as these cells undergo m&ed pmlifemion in the prvxnce 
of serum. As a campromiw, this rwdy followed the methods of Benini et al. 11993) and 
Wmy nal .  (1991) a n d p w  IheeulNm fin1 in SCM and then switched to SFM to remove 
the unknown factors tn the serum in hoper of achieving a more 'phy~iolagical releaw of 
peptides. 
2. SOMA~USTAI~ RADIOIMMUNOASSAV 
The primary antibcdy, m n d q  antibcdy and vacer conantrariann were similar to 
the valuer used by Rnman a al. (1979). Although the volumes "red in this assay wen half 
[hat of Penman n al. (1979). that did not appear to affect the standard curve pameten. 
The pmllelism benuem wrialdilutions of samples from the c u l ~ r e  and the smdard 
curve suggested that the pepide releawd from the cultures was immunologically 
indistinguishable fmm lk standard somaortatin Letradccapp(lde. 
The detection limit, perecnr recovery and nonspecific binding amounts are 
-parable with the values of somatomtin sapquoted in the limaruce (Epelbaum et al., 
1977, Patel et al.. 1980; Arimuranal.. 1975; Kmnheimet al., 1976: knmanet al.. 1979). 
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The maximal binding of 15-2546 was lower then that of Epibaum et al. (1977). who 
~ p o e d 4 0 6 9 4 6  maximal binding. The lower maximal binding may be a rebction of the 
affinity of the specific batch or lot of primary antibady used in the assay. Differences in 
ionic interaction in tk smaller Nber (6 x 38 mm) used in this asray may also have affeaed 
maximal binding more than the other assay paramem. 
Rnman et al. (1979) reponedthat theprimqantibody (RIO) did not cms react with 
any of the rubstanccs tested. indicating that it binds rpeciRaliy to somatostatin. Cmsr- 
reaction studies with SS analogs revealed that the SS antibody would still bind to analogs 
missing key amino acid cornponenu in the N- and C-termtnalr suggesting that the antibody 
binds to a rile near the central pan of the molecule (Pmman et al.. 1979). 
3. S O M A ~ A T M  RELEASE EWE- 
Although a dose response trend was evident in slice 4 cultura. no r~gnificant dose 
mponsc relationship was observed in any of the euhres. me mncentmtionr used to this 
study (I  x 10" M, I x 10'' M) are elore to physiological L - I6  concentrations in blwd 
(ManhpPoulsen et al., 1995) w h e w  the i i I@ M L-lOconccnuatian is reachedduring 
bacterial meningitis (Mumfa et al. 1989). The slice I cultures showed nc evidence that 
increasing doses of L I B  could produce a w t e ~  inhibition in SS release. Only the lowest 
L I B  mncenvdrion m ~ e d  n significant declearc in SS secreted fmm slice I during either 
the 2 or 12 hr incubations (Fig. 7D and Fig. 8D). Cvltunr derived fmm slices 2 and 3 did 
not mpond to any of the L I B  eoncentrafions used in this sNdy. We did o b m c  a trend 
wward adosc mpanv relationship in slice 4culsrs. however. During the 2 hr in~bation. 
only the highest dost. of L I B  pmduced a significant inhibition of SS secreted fmm slice 4 
(Fig7A). With the 12 hour incubation, the Ouo highat dozs induced arignitieant dencase 
in SS r e l e d  fmm d i ce4  but the lowest cmc~nmtion did no! (Fig. 8). 
The variability between the different slices is the most striking aspst of the culture 
m e w  used In this study. The different slices appear to contain distinct rubpapulntons of 
SS neumns with their own ncumchcmical msitiuitier. Slice i neumns we likely to conNin 
the pwpt ic  area wbereari sltce 4 neumns are most likely derived fmm the pmvenmlcular 
( P W  and perivenrricular iPeVN) nuclelc (Sherwwd and Timirar. 1970). Honcggcr et al. 
(1991) also observed different mpanses ro L i D  depending on the anatomical boundvim 
of their hypothalamicexplant fragments. SS sacrefed by mcdiobasal hypothalamic (MBH) 
crpiants (defied by the authors as hypothalamus fragments mstral w and excluding the 
pmvenoicular and priwnrricuiarnucleus), was not altered by any of the L I B  dmes uwd 
in that rsdy. In our rsdy, slice I e u l s m  derived fmm similar preoptie area boundaries as 
the MBH fragments were inhibited by L-10. but in an unphysiologieal manner. If Honegger 
et al. muid have extended their M min incubation to 2 or 12 hr, they may have observed an 
unphysialogical ruponw to U-ID ar well. SS ncumnn an scattered throughout the 
hypothalamus with neumnal p n p s  aggregating in the pmptic and anterior hypothalamus 
(Honcgsr ct al., 1991). The culsra derived fmm the first three d ins  in this swdy and the 
MBHerplants used by Honeggeret al. (1991) all -red maurable basal mounts of SS. 
This suggests that although the svbpopuiation of SS neurons in the prwptic area and the 
ranered SS neumm thmughaut the hypahalamur u. functional, these neurons may not 
contribute to h e  hypothalamic SS r e s p n ~  to L I B .  In canwt,  slice 4 culturn and 
Haneggcr's hypnhdamie fmpttcnn hat contained the PVN andPeVN, were sensitive to L 
IBmodulation. Merehentalerel d. (1989) and Daikoh (1988) ~howedthat S neumns fmm 
these areas innervate the ME. Their data implies hat  PVN and PeVN SS neumnn are 
probably involved in releasmg SS into the p o d  system to regulate growth hormone 
 emt ti on fmm the anterior pituitary. Collectively, thee mulls indicate har L - I 8  may alter 
pituitary p t h  hormone -tion by modulating the amount of SS secreted fmm neumns 
distributed in the PVN and PeVN. 
Although there was a trend toward a d w  rerponw relationship m slice 4 Cultures. 
h i s  effect was not ngniflcant. The lack of a significant dose response may he atvibuted to 
an inherent variability in  the amount of inducible SS secreted fmm different cul~res. SS 
secmed fmm slice4 culture$ in nspcnw to me I? hr exposure of l x I@% and I x IO'OM 
L-18 fluctuated fmm 58 to 79% and45 to 55%. re~pect i ly .  One source of variability that 
may alter SS secretion is the number of asvocytes present in  each culture. Tominga et al. 
(1994) rrpaned that h e  appmximate number of asVOEyta in their wgmotypic slice culNrrs 
vnried h e n  oneand k t e  hmrandcellr. (Tomingaet al. usedthe s m  techniqueas h is 
study to examine the changes in vasopressin mRNA in the suprachiasmatic nucleus.) The 
differen- in  inducible SS rrluscd hnneach culture may therefort he due to the diversity 
in  asrmcyle content. Pares-Hcrbute ct al. (1988) observed that the p m c e  of asuccytes 
altered the amounts of SS secrtted fmm dissaciative fetal rat conical cultures. They 
compared the basal and forskolin-induced release of SS fmm untreated culNm to those 
t m t d  with cytosine arabinoside (Ara C). z mitotic inhibitor of no"-neumnal cells. Ara C 
d-wed thepmewe of asmyus (OFAPposilivecells) fmm30% of t d  cellularcontent 
to 6%. The untreatedgmup dculNrer vcreted lcrn basal SS than the Ara C-treated gmup. 
despite having similar SS cellular mntent amounu. The aulhorr observed that in the 
neumn-rich, Ara C-treated prepamtion, fonkolin was not able lo stimulate SS release 
whereas farskolin did induce a dose dependent increase m SS secreted from untreated 
eulNm. Pares-Herbute and collea$uer restored forskolin mponsivencsr to AraC treated 
culNhs by incubating them with mediaobtained fmm separate glial nch cubm.  Althwgh 
the authors did not expand on apoibie negative relationship beween glial a l ls  and basal 
SS neurnnal function, it still is plausible. Davidson and Oillies (1993) pmvided indirect 
evidence that asmytes may rvpphss SS release fmm ncumns. Davidson and Oiliiss. also 
using adissaeiative fetal mnex madel. showed UlatevlNres gmwn in medium mnmning 
rerum crhibited less KCI-induced somatoatllin release than eulNres gmwn in medium 
without serum. They observed that asmyas vndcrga marked pmlifemtion in the pnwnce 
of serum. The authors noted that thehervpprrssion of neumnal SS teleav in m m  containing 
mcdiummuld be due to an i n f l ~ e ~ ~ f  the glial cells w neuron4 h s p n s s  Together these 
1~suIts 1ug8est that asmytic substances may interfere or enhance SS neumnal function 
dependingon thegeneral m i r  ofthc cell, or the spcific smnd m~sengersysan enwlved 
in rhe ncumnal activation. 
None of the controls at 2. 12 or 24 hr showed a significant difference between the 
first and second collection o f  basal SS wcmion. sugpting (hat the experimental 
manipulation of the cultures did not ef fs t  SS release 
3.1.1. I x l@MIL - I0  
The highest dare o f  human recombinant IL-18 ( I  r I@' M) caused a significant 
d m  in the  lease of SS fmm slim cxplant cultures during 2 hr and 12 hr incubations. 
Significant inhibition was only o k w e d  in the kunh  slice in both the 2 hr and I 2  hr 
incubations. Slicc 4 war likely la contain the PVN and the natral periventricular area 
(Shnwmd and Timiras. 1970). These a ~ a s  have been shown to innervate the ME 
(Me~chmthalera l.. 1989 Kawano and Daikoku. 1988) and may release SS into the p o d  
b l e d  ry~tem to replateOH secretion. This L I B  induced inhibition was in conwst to the 
m t e  stimulation of SS relase reported by Honegger ct al. (1991) and k i scn  et al. (1995) 
and the chmnie release avgmenrarion obKwed by Searbornugh ct al. (1989) and 
Scarbomugh. 1990. The difference between the results found in this study and othen will 
be dixuraed in  the I 2  hr indomethacin seetion. Peiwn et al. (1995) and Scarbmugh et al. 
(1989) also used l x lW M a-18 while Honegger used ICQ UImI as the highat do%. I x 
104M IL-18 is in  theconecnmtion range obaewed by M d a e t  al. (1989) who measured 
an average of 0.9 t l .2  x i @ M  IL-18 in theeuebral spinal fluid of 106 infana and children 
with bacterial meningitis. 
The rebwnd in OH seemion &own by Kaning and Mutin (1980) afterrqetitive iv  
LPS Ixmcent over a periodof three days, is wnsistent with the S I B  Induced inhibition in 
SS secretion observed in this sNdy. Kasting and Manin rrponcd that the increase in OH 
-tion ware conquenee of more fqucn t  secretory surges and shonened mgh periods. 
Trough periods in OH wcfflion are a function of SS inhibition (Tannenbaum et al.. 1991) 
and the decrease in SS release in response to L I B  obwrvcd in this study may mediate the 
shortened GH uough priods observed by Kasting and Manin (1980). 
U.2. 1 x 10'OMU-LB 
The response to I x 10'' M L I D  war more vanable than the I r IOs M reaction. 
The 2-hr incubatim with the inkmdiate d m  of cytolone did not affect SS mlesw. and the 
12-hr ineubsrian attenuated of release in the fourth slice. The I r 10.' M dose of L I B  
comspandr with levels of the cylokine reachcdduring infection. Dinarello and Thompson 
(1991) reported that cimlatlng IL-ID levels, during infections in humans. m l y  exceeded 
5 r I@" M and during experimental endotoxemia, U-ID levels reach a maximal 
caneenmion of 1.5 - 2.0 1 10"M. The 2 hr. I x 10" M IL-ID incubation did not pmducc 
asignifimt effect on the eulNrrr in  this study. I t  is possible that any effect of U - lB  may 
not have been large enough to overcame the variability in SS releax fmm the cul~res or the 
measurement variability of the Rdioimmunaas~ay. The 2-hr imbatian with LL lB  may also 
celeste eytakincs and other subtanas that may antagonire the effects of L I B  
(Scarbomugh, 1990) andmay mwk its inhmec on SS nleasc. The 12 hr incubation of L L  
I 8  at I x l o - '  M. anenvation o f  SS release is in convast to the expected facilitation o f  SS 
secretion rep led  by Honneger ct al. (1991). Peisen ct al. (1995) and Scarborough et al. 
(1989). The passible mechanism of w ion  by which the 12 hr exposure to the cymkine 
inhibits SS =lease will bediscursed in nstian 3.3 entitled: I2 hr indomethacin and L I B  
incubation. 
3.1.3. I x l0" M L-1B 
The 2 hr and I 2  hr incubation with i x IO" M 11-18 caused an inhibition in the 
release of SS fmm the first slice only. These euimres are likely to eonrain the medial and 
priventricularpreoprie nuclei (Shewwd and Timiras. 1970). The preoptic m a  has h n  
shown to eonrain SSir neurons (Finley et al.. 1981: Bennett-Clarke et al.. 1980) and 
endacoxin-inducible imunohanivc Fos pmleins IElmqust et al.. 199): Sagvet al.. 1995). 
bhlhwast  al. (1987) have shown thal SS neumns in the p p t i c  areaalso innervate the 
ME. although to alesscrexlcnt than Ihc PcVN. MandrupPoulwn et al. (1995) have noted 
that cymkines usually exen their physiological actions at lower molsular eoncenmlionr 
than most hormones ( i  x 10'' M - I x l(r" M). 
Bemardini et al. (1989) observed= similar paradoxical effect when they e x p a d  mt 
hypothalamic erplants to the mchidonic acid metabolite. LTB.. LTB, stimulated CRH 
release fmm theexplants. bur only at the lowst mncenwtion used in the ~Ndy .  Bernardini 
and colleagues pmpowd that the CRH nevmns were hypenmsitive to the lowest LTB, 
coneenvation becaw the dcw was well below the affinity mnemmtlon range of i* 
receptor. They suggcstedIhar Iho hypern~pansivencss was dueto denmarionof the imlated 
PVN. nK cnlmlen wed in this smdy alw, arise fmmdenmatedtissue. SS neumns in slice 
I WIN- m y  also be h-mitive to the I x IO" M 11-18 cancmnation. Kasuura b al. 
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(1988) have identified a I x I@ M dioroeiation constant for rat hypothalamic L I B  
receptors. 
Bemardini et al. also speculated that the stimulation of CRH a such low LTB, 
concenwrions may be related to a synergistic effect with other endogenous (tissue) 
arachidonie acid mmLmIites. Activation by U-IB involve acomplex signal cascade system 
with many synergistic and antagonistic campanentr (Smith et al., 1991). The L I B  signal 
cascade may involve ahcr  cyrokiner (Smith et al., 1991) or anehidanic acid metabolites 
( N a v m  et d.. 1990) that contribute to the transduction of the cyfokine signal in viva, but 
may be absent in vim. The h e a c c  of an i intediary signal component wouldexplain the 
significant yet unphysioiogical of the slicc I e u l ~ r e s  to U-IB. Them mrults 
suggest that pmptic area-derived SS ncumns may be ~ p o n r i v e  to U-iB but via a different 
mechanism than the ME-innervating SS neurons in slice 4. 
U-it did not a f a  SS mleay at any of the concentrations used when incubated for 
24 hr. P e i ~ n  al. (1995) spaulated hl the catchup p w t h  observed after 48 hr may have 
been cured by adeveiopmcnt of tolerance to LPS. and therefom the lack of a 24-hr effect 
may be caused by a tolerance to U-I& Fresh medium was applied 2 hours before the end 
of the24 hour periadtoeollse~c theeffect of timean peptide =I- in all t h e  time points. 
The SS w m n s  may have bemmdcsensirizd by the l e n g t h  
may have becn insensitive to the subsequent two h w r  L I B  pulse at the end. A second 
possibility is that U - l l  or SS may have becom unstable during the 24 hour incubation. 
Rotcolytic &-gadation of IL- l  B by enzymes in the mediamay have resulfcd in the observed 
lack of effect during the 24 hour t i m  point. However, the SS pepcide was more stable 
during this time point as no signifcant diffemnce between d~ 24 hour convol incubations 
was apparent (Fig. 9A). This suggestr that mmt of the U-iB actions on SS me initiated and 
completed during time periods lcrs than 24 hours. I t  is also paasible that the effects of L I B  
during periods longer than 24 hr, may be mediated by growth hormone-releasing hormone 
and not SS. Scarbarnugh etal. (1989) observed adm-&pen&nt inmaw in SS mRNA and 
SS peptide releaw only after 24 hr and speculated that long term ( > 24 hr ) a-10 exposwe 
was neumrmphie. Taken t a g e k  with the rrnults of thin study. i t  is porrihlc that the sits of 
acute L I B  effects is on SS recmtion fmm granular stores, and lhe chmntc effects of L - I 0  
(acmrding to Scarbomugh) arc iaealired on SS hiasynthesb. This leads to the speculation 
lhat a 24 hr, a-18 is prrdominantly acting on SS mRNA and pepti& r tms,  and not a the 
level d releasable SS, hnce lhe lack of effect ohwrved between basal and U-IB incubated 
SS vemt~on fmmthc cultures. 
hdomethacin is a porn1 inhibitor of the eyclaoxygenaw enzyme tha rynthestus 
arachidonic acid metabolites such as Be pmrnglandinr and the thmmboxana. Due to this 
ability. indamcthacin has been frequently used in  the study of pmsrnglandin function in the 
brain. hdomerhacin adminisuption has k e n  shown to attenuate many aetions o f  L I B  on 
the central nervous system (Sagar et al., 1995: N a v m e I  al., 1990). Prostaglandins have 
consequmtly been considered an important medintor d L I B  function in the brain. N a v m  
el al. (1992) have shown Lhat L I O  specifically stimulated pmstaglandin E, (PGEJ release 
fmm hypothalamic explantp. Since pmrtaglandin binding s i ts  are predominantly distributed 
in the hypothalamus (Dray et al.. 1989). pmstaglandins pmbably hold an intermediary mle 
in the brain ma The slice culNra wem therefo* exposed to indamcthecln lo examine the 
ralc of prostaglandins in the L I m S  interaction. Sine cu l~ res  derived fmm slicer 2 and 
3 did not rcspond to L I B ,  they were not included in the indometbasin expimenu. 10 
pglml indomekin war incubated with slrce I and slice 4 C U ~ N R ~  for 12 hr to examine its 
effect on basal SS release. The divergent mponw patterns between lhe two culNler 
continued as basal SS secretion was decreased in slice I culmres but not in  their slice 4 
munterpm (Fig. IOA). Thc significant inhibition of SS release by indomethacin suggests 
that pmstaglandins (POs) may be necessary to maintain basal SS release fmm SS neumnr 
in the preaptic ma. Navam et al. (1992) have observed that the calcium ionaphwe. A 
23 187 and 28 mM KC! stimulated the release of POE, frnm hypothalamic cxplantr. The 
authon speulated that the calcium-mediated and potassium-stimulated release o f  POr. 
implies that pmstaglandins may play a mle in mummodulation. I f  ffis are mvolved in the 
basal secretion of SS. then iu removal by indomethacin may have interfered with 
spontaneous SS *lease fmm slice I mlNres. The I 2  hr exposure to indomethacin did not 
alter the amount of basal SS released fmm slice 4 cultures. Thii ruggcst~ that b a d  SS 
release fmm SS neumns in these slice m less dependent on ffi synthesis than slice I 
neumns. Basal SS release fmm slice4 culNra -Id also be independent of PO synthesis 
entirely. underthe eonditionsenmuntered in this smdy. 
The eoineubatian of indmthacin (10 pglml) with IL-LO ( I  x I@ M) did not significantly 
alter SS release campwed with basal levels m slice 1 eulfures. Although l i r  U-I 0 dose did 
not affect SS mlesw by itxlf. it did appearto negate the effens of indmeUlaein on b A  SS 
releare. This s u g p U  that Ihe I x I@ M L I B  concernration may iniliare athamhanisms 
besides PGs that also sustain basal SS in this rubpopulation o f  neumns. What ther  other 
mechan~sms could be and the speciflc mle of the IL-IWSS interaction in the preoptic area. 
must bedefined by funher nuarch. 
The concumnt incubation with indomethacin reversed the I x I@ M U - I 0  
suppression of SS release in slim 4 cultures. Pmstaglandins may therefore be an imponant 
mmpnvnt of the inhibitoly U - I 0  cascade. However. Honeggeret al. (1991) reponed that 
L-1B stimulated SS secretion thmugh a dose depndent mechanism, dunng 30 mi" 
incubations. Honcgpret nl. (using the 10 pg Iml eonecntmtion as this study) showed 
that indomethacin abolished the SS stimulation in response to U-10. Taken together those 
two studies show that indomethacin. presumably thmugh the inhibitton of pmg land in  
synthesis. can paradoxically both promote and deerem L e  secretion of SS. It is porsible 
that the U-18-induced stimulation of SS -tion may in fact be involved in the eventual 
inhibition of SS release. We pmpose that the SS released during the I 2  hr (and 2 hr) 
expure  to I L l B  is sufficient to sctivare autoreecptars an the cell rurfaee. The activation 
of Lhene mt- w u l d  inhibit subsequent SS wemion. T h m f m S S  may be involved 
in a negative feedback I w p  to contml its own orcrnion at the hypathalamie level 
(Richards" and Twena. 1986). We rpculare rhat Ihe effsrof decrrased SS on Ihe OH axis 
is a secondary consequence of this a n d  feedback Imp. 
L - i B  's liberation of proslaglandins (POs) fmm asvaep rcrer would be the 
initiating step in this cenoal feedback Imp. H m n g  et al. (1989) obamdthat recombinant 
U - I 8  evoked the pmdumon of h eicomoidr. thmmboxanc B2 and W E  fmm rat amqte 
culturn. H m n g  pmvedtharthe rumulalorycffst wns rpeeiflc sinec it could beeliminakd 
by Ihe hear-inactivation o f  the molecule or by its neuualization with an anti-L-i antibody. 
PO release fmm the utmyta in NINE wanevident by I hr. This sugpsrs that PGS would 
be present to initiate a SS signal cascade within the 2 hr and 12 hr period pmpored by our 
mdy.  
The next step in the cascade. following astmep PO release. would be the 
tnvolvement of the elcosanoid in the SS re& stimulJlary cascade. Honcgger et al. (1991) 
demonstrated that L - IB  stimulated SS release from hypothalamic expiant fngmenu. 
Honcgpr et al. k c d  that the rpccifie eycladxygenase inhibitor naprorcn. at 0.1 pglml 
amnutted the L lBiaduccd stimulation of SS. The mineuhtion with either a I pglml d m  
of napmren or 10 pg/ml indomhtacineompletely abolishedthe L-IBstimulationof SS. 
Honegger et al. also investigated the c f f m  of aher mhidonic acid msraboliles on SS 
secmtian. Amhidonic acidcan also be metabolized by the enzyme lipwxygenase to f o m  
the leukotricner. Honegger showed that neither the I nor 10 pglmi dose of the lipo- 
oxygenaw inhibitor, BWA4C significantly altered U-IB stimulated SS release, suggesting 
that lipwxygcnme pmduca are not involved in the SS response to L I B .  Honegger et al. 
concluded that L I B  effects on he SS -tion may be mediaed via cyciwxygennse 
stimulation of f f i E  synthesis. eCh may also stimulate SS release indirectly. L I B  has been 
shown to alar the secmtion of CRH though amshanism dependem an eicmanoid synthesis 
(Navanact al.. 1990). Bemardini et al. (1989) showed that PGF, and the thmrnboiane A? 
recepror agonrst U-49.619. stimulated the m l w x  of CRH from explanted rat hypothalami 
in  eulmre. These studies suggest that vnrious cyclbexygenase metabolites can stimulate 
CRH. Since CRH is a known regulator of SS release (Peterfreund and Vale. 1984) the 
peptide may passer an intermediary mle in the IL-IBISS system. Collectively thew data 
suggst that f f i s  may act d i m l y  or indimUy on SS neurons ta i n c m  the &on of SS. 
The release o f  SS into the cxtracellulnr space may interact with SS autoreceptors 
~stIlt i"g in the observed decrease in SS. Richardson and Twente (1986) examined the 
putem of SS =I- horn hypothalamic all ~uspennionr over a3  hrtime penod. SS release 
did not increase in a linear pattern. whereas anothn pptide hormone, thyroid releasing 
hornone did. A nonlincarrecretim pattem suggests dW aarpeeific negarive feedback system 
in regulating SS mlacx. Richardson and Twenlc also examined the effect cell density on SS 
release. An ine- in hypnhalamtc cell density decreased the quantity of SS released per 
unit number of cells whmas a decrease in cell density increased SS secretion. Erogenws 
SS added to the hell swpenrion dosedependently inhibited both basal SS -tion and SS 
release stimulated by the N a X *  ATPare inhibitor. ouabain. Eplbaum ct d. (19861 also 
demonstraced that SS can inhibit iu own releav in during thetr 1.5 hr perfusion of 
hypothalamic expiants. Epelbaum et al. showed that the SS analog D-Trp8 SS, c a d  a 
dose-dcpendcnt inhibition of 25 mM K+-induced SS hlCaSC fmm anlmor perivenvicular 
tissue but not ham the ME. This suppons our observation that anatomically distinct SS 
neumnal ~ubpopllations have different neumshemical sensitivities. The SS self inhibition 
observed by these authors occurs within a similar time frame as this srudy sugpsting a 
common mechanismof action. Collectively theseandourdatasuggest that SS, pm-ively 
r e l e d  over 2 or more hours. could diminish its own release. The demonsmian of high 
affinity SS blnding sires in the hypothalamus (Srikant and Parel. 1984) and the distribution 
of SS mcptors near SS neumns in the PeVN (Boudet et 4.. 1995) ruggau that SS exens 
negative fecdhackmnml on iu own release thmugh auto-pton. The presence of SS-SS 
synapses in the hypatbalamur (Epelbaum et al., 1986) further suppons the nation o f  SS 
autoregulation. We speculate that this SS induced SS suppression could be one of rhe key 
mechanism responsible for the U-10-induced suppression o f  SS released observed in this 
study. The observed effect would pmvide the means for the cpk ine  lo stimulate directly 
and indirectly inhibit SS secretion form the slice dcultures. 
L - I 0  did not alter the secretion of SS fmm slice 4 culturn during the 24 hr 
incubation. The lack of a 24 hr effect could be due to desensitization o f  the SS 
autoreccptors. In a review paper, Epelbwm et al. (1989) mpmed that the depletion of 
endogenous SS with eyrteamin~ inc& the f lm i t y  and number o f  SS binding rstu in 
cortical rynapsomes. The authors commented thatthc down regularion of SS receptors i n  
~ p o n w  to ineread SS relased has never been rcpneQ but the possibility of SS rseptor 
desensitization is still a distinct possibility. Peisen et al. (1995) also speculated that a 
tolerance m W S  may be q n r i b l e  for the attenuud rate of growthcbserved in their mu. 
kcn~ i t i r a t i on  may alm have aeeuned during any mptw-mediated rDp of the L- I0 signal 
transduction to SS neumns. 
The key mechanism in our thw'y of LIBindueed SS inhibition. is the activarion 
of SS aulorecsptwn. Conclusive ruppon of our theory would have been provided by the 
addition of a SS receptor antagonist to the experiments. If tho coadminirtmtion of a SS 
receptor antagonist bloekcd the IL-IB effect then SS autorreepfoa could he eonridered as 
oneof its mechanismsof action. Richardson andTwente (I9861 demon~vdted thespeeific~ty 
of their SS self inhlbilion with a SS analog. They rhowed Lar Ah9-SS (a SS analog wilh 
reduced b,onacttvity) didnot affen SS secretion, even at I nM eoneenmionr. The u s  of 
lhis pmial SS Reeplor aganist or any other full SS ~ceptor  antagonist was no1 conducted 
in this r ~ d y .  however. due 10 lime and fiscal restrainu. 
4. I M M U N O C Y T ~  
The release of romuoswtin from granules in  SS neurons of hypothalamic rlice 
N I N ~  was ver ihd by the immunoeyroehemical localization of SS peptidc storage in the 
tissue from which t h e ~ l ~ r e s  wm harvested (fawdq&ml). The rlaining observed in 
the n w n d  hypothalami -d in this sNdy verified the work of Shimakact al. (1982) 
who conducted a delailcd ImmunoeytoehemiEal rmdy on fetal, n e o n d  and adult mu. 
Unfmnarely the immunayroehemislry conducted on the rlice evlNres themselves did nm 
pmduce consistent m u l u  to compare lo the p d ~ n  embedded tissue. 
T k d i h c e s  in pn'maryantibady incubation 6m andprnrranncnt pmtoeolsuud 
in this mdy  r e R a  the dissimilarity in UK amount of SS available to bind the antibody. The 
SS antibody (DAKOI was developed to detect SS in the pancreas and pmduced spsific 
staining in both the pmtmols uwd. The SSir detected in the D nlls  of the pancrras 
camsponded to staining observed by Ensinck et al. (1978) and Nilaver and Kozlowrki 
(1989) and was obrwcd whetherthe primmy antibdy was mubated for48 hror 72 hr and 
was independent of the type of pretreatment used. Stemberger (1986) reposed that the 
newssay incubation time of the primary antibdy d g n d s  on the antigen availability. 
Increasing the incubsrion time to 72 hr far the neonate brains allowed for better penewtiw 
and accessibility of tht antibody to the antigen in the tissue. The variety of incubation 
pericds reqvlred for the brain campared to the pancreas m y  be a function of the amount of 
SS antigen present in the diffemnt tissues or the success of the pretreatment pmedures ta 
penewtc the different organ tissues. 
The storage of imunomtive SS in neumns in neonatal ms' brains is less than in 
du l t  rar brains ( K h m  and MeCann. 1984, Mffiregor et al.. 19821. Althwgh SS staining 
in other neonarai brain arras WBS ehievcd by Shios&aet al. (1982). in this sNdy consistent 
staining was limited to the neon& ME. SS diswibutian in cell badis  was not observed. 
It is possible thathe primary antibdy andthe p t o m l  d o n  the wonale brains were only 
able to dncct the highest amount of SSir, which happened to be the ME (Elde et al.. 1984; 
Johansson n al., 1981; Finley ct al., 1981; Bennen-Clarke ct al., 1980). The inncase in 
primary antibody tim and incubation time and the pmea~c  pmmment  may have fu&r 
adjusted the availability of the antibdy tothe SS antigen (Stemberget, 1980) so thu it could 
dctat  the lower amounts of SS antigen p-nt in the neonatal tisue. 
The premaunent of both the neonatal brain and h adult pan- olica with 
pmteaw may have helped incrrase the antibody permeability ar Finlsy and Permsz (1982) 
have demonsmed that pmtealylic mannent impmved SS staining in pamfh+mbcdded rat 
brains. Finley and Perms?. speculated that the revon far impmvement of staining after 
pmmlytic digestion of the tissue, was that the p m m e  must somehow u n m k  antigenic 
sites within the tissue by dissolving some fixation -induced cmsslinkages fonned between 
pmteins and allow the antibody to penetrnte the tissue much m a r  effectively than would 
otherwise w a r .  
5. CONCLUSION 
In conclusion. 2 hr incubations and I 2  hr incubation with E - I 0  at concentrntionr 
consistent with t h m  xhieved physiologiwlly. caused a significant ~nhibition of SS release 
fmm neonatal slice explant culmres specifically derived from known hypathalamic sources 
of ramatostatinergic ME innervation. All three L i O d w e s  inhibited SS secretion during 
the 12 hr incubations wherear the 2 hr L I B  effect war only xhieved at the I x I@ M and 
I x l(r" M coocenmions. The storage of SS was verified by immunocytaehemislry in  
formalin-fired, pamftinlmbedded nmnatal hypothalami. The inability of the iodomethacin 
plus IL-10 incuballan to inhibit SS release puggats that chronic L - I 0  exporum may 
modulate SS raretion thmugh acomplcr signal easeade system that involves pmstaglandin 
release andor synthesis. b 1 8  induced srrenuatian of SS secretion comsponded to the 
~baund  in GH secretion obvrvedafter an initial dec- in nl- in respans to long term 
exposure to endotoxin. The deleterious effect of thts cytakine-nmmndoerine interaction 
on matastarin and h e  gmwrh hamane axis is an ma of intemtlng rpeeulation and must 
be elucidated by fulther -arch. 
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